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ABSTRACT The near-capacity performance of classical low-density parity check (LDPC) codes and their
efficient iterative decoding makes quantum LDPC (QLPDC) codes a promising candidate for quantum error
correction. In this paper, we present a comprehensive survey of QLDPC codes from the perspective of code
design as well as in terms of their decoding algorithms. We also conceive a modified non-binary decoding
algorithm for homogeneous Calderbank–Shor–Steane-type QLDPC codes, which is capable of alleviating
the problems imposed by the unavoidable length-four cycles. Our modified decoder outperforms the state-
of-the-art decoders in terms of their word error rate performance, despite imposing a reduced decoding
complexity. Finally, we intricately amalgamate our modified decoder with the classic uniformly reweighted
belief propagation for the sake of achieving an improved performance.
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INDEX TERMS Quantum error correction, low density parity check codes, quantum low density parity
check codes, iterative decoding.
NOMENCLATURE12
AQ:1
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BER Bit Error rate
BIBD Balanced Incomplete Block Design




EAP Edge Appearance Probability
EG Euclidean Geometry
FAP Factor Appearance Probability
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
LDGM Low Density Generator Matrix
LDPC Low Density Parity Check
PCM Parity Check Matrix
PDF Probability Density Function
QBER Qubit Error rate
QC Quasi-Cyclic
QECC Quantum Error Correction Code
QLDPC Quantum Low Density Parity Check
QSC Quantum Stabilizer Code





TRW-BP Tree-Reweighted Belief Propagation
TX Transmitter
URW-BP Uniformly-Reweighted Belief Propagation
WER Word Error Rate
14
I. INTRODUCTION 15
Operating close to Shannon’s channel capacity limit is 16
only feasible under the idealized conditions of perfect 17
synchronization, perfect channel estimation and in case of 18
potentially infinite delay/complexity channel codes. It was 19
demonstrated in [1] that only a fraction of the theoretical limit 20
is achievable in realistic scenarios. The logarithmic increase 21
in the idealized Shannonian capacity with the transmit power 22
imposes another limitation. Nevertheless, provided that we 23
can create a sufficiently high number of parallel streams 24
and that we have a low-complexity full-search based multi- 25
stream detector, the throughput of the wireless systemmay be 26
increased linearly with the transmit power. Unfortunately, the 27
associated optimal full-search-based multi-stream detectors 28
have an excessive complexity, which increases exponentially 29
both with the number of users as well as with that of the anten- 30
nas. Since quantum-based parallel computation is capable of 31
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solving certain complex problems at a substantially lower32
complexity than its classical counterpart, quantum parallel33
processing techniques may be invoked [2]–[6]. The peculiar34
laws of quantum mechanics have also spurred interest in35
quantum-based communication systems, which have given36
rise to a new range of security paradigms in the context of37
quantum key distribution techniques [7], [8], quantum secure38
direct communication [9], [10] and unconditional quantum39
location verification [11].40
Unfortunately, quantum noise, conventionally termed as41
‘decoherence’, imposes a hitherto insurmountable impair-42
ment on the practical implementation of quantum computa-43
tion as well as on quantum communication systems. More44
precisely, decoherence is the undesirable interaction of the45
constituent qubits1 with the environment, which perturbs the46
superposition of states [13], [14]. For the sake of having47
a reliable quantum computation or communication system,48
it is desired to counteract the above-mentioned decoherence49
so that the qubits retain their coherent quantum states for50
practical durations. Since decoherence may be characterized51
either by bit-flips or phase-flips or in fact possibly by both,52
Quantum Error Correction Codes (QECCs), designed for cor-53
recting both bit-flips as well as phase-flips, may be invoked54
for correcting the errors inflicted on the qubits [13].55
The inception of QECCs dates back to 1995 when56
Shor [13] conceived the first quantum code, which was how-57
ever only capable of correcting a single error. Since then the58
quest for approaching the quantum capacity bounds at an59
affordable encoding and decoding complexity has continued.60
In this context, the astounding performance of the classical61
Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes [15]–[19], which62
exhibit a near-capacity performance at an affordable decoding63
complexity, has inspired the community to design Quantum64
Low Density Parity Check (QLDPC) codes. The sparseness65
of the QLDPC matrix is of particular interest in the quantum66
domain, because it requires only a small number of interac-67
tions per qubit during the error correction procedure, thus68
facilitating fault-tolerant decoding.69
QLDPC codes belong to the family of Quantum Stabilizer70
Codes (QSCs) [20], [21], which is a generalized formalism71
for designing quantum codes from any arbitrary classical72
binary and quaternary codes.2 However, this transfigura-73
tion from the classical to the quantum domain imposes a74
stringent symplectic criterion on the parent classical codes,75
which brings with it various design challenges. Against this76
backdrop, in this paper we survey the evolution of QLDPC77
code designs, focusing on the various code constructions to78
conceive powerful QLDPC codes from the known families of79
1In contrast to a classical bit, which can either assume a value
of 0 or 1, a qubit can exist in a superposition of the two states represented
as |ψ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉. Here, | 〉 is called Dirac notation or Ket [12], while
α and β are complex numbers with |α|2+|β|2 = 1.More specifically, a qubit
exists in a continuum of states between |0〉 and |1〉 until it is ‘measured’
or ‘observed’. Upon ‘measurement’ it collapses to the state |0〉 with a
probability of |α|2 and |1〉 with a probability of |β|2.
2For a detailed description of the transition from the classical codes to the
quantum codes, readers are referred to [22].
classical LDPC codes. We also review the syndrome-based 80
iterative decoding algorithms invoked for QLDPC codes. 81
Finally, we conceive a modified non-binary decoding algo- 82
rithm for homogeneous Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS)-type 83
QLDPC codes, which is capable of mitigating the impact 84
of the unavoidable length-4 cycles. Our modified decoder 85
exhibits a superior Word Error Rate (WER) performance, 86
despite its reduced decoding complexity, when compared 87
to the state-of-the-art decoding techniques. We demonstrate 88
furthermore that the Uniformly-Reweighted Belief Propa- 89
gation (URW-BP) technique of [23] and [24] may also be 90
invoked for further improving the attainable performance. 91
FIGURE 1. Paper structure.
This paper is organized as depicted in Fig. 1. 92
We commence with a summary of the stabilizer code design 93
formalism in Section II. We then proceed with a review of 94
QLDPC code designs in Section III, while a range of powerful 95
decoding techniques are discussed in Section IV. Finally, we 96
present our proposed decoding algorithm in Section V, while 97
in Section VI we detail the reweighted belief propagation phi- 98
losophy. Our simulation results are presented in Section VII, 99
while Section VIII concludes our discourse. 100
II. STABILIZER FORMALISM 101
Let us first state the important definitions used for describing 102
the stabilizer code formalism [25]. 103
A. PAULI OPERATORS 104
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FIGURE 2. General schematic of a quantum communication system.
where the X, Y and Z operators anti-commute with each109
other.110
B. PAULI GROUP111
A single qubit Pauli group G1 is a group formed by the Pauli112
matrices I, X, Y and Z, which is closed under multiplication.113
Therefore, it consists of all the Pauli matrices together with114
the multiplicative factors ±1 and ±i, i.e. we have:115
G1 ≡ {±I,±iI,±X,±iX,±Y,±iY,±Z,±iZ}. (2)116
The general Pauli group Gn is an n-fold tensor product117
of G1.118
C. DEPOLARIZING CHANNEL119
A depolarizing channel, which is characterized by the proba-120
bility p, inflicts an errorP ∈ Gn on n qubits, where each qubit121
may independently experience either a bit-flip (X), a phase-122
flip (Z) or both (Y) with a probability of p/3 each, when123
considering the default symmetric depolarizing channel.124
Fig. 2 shows the general schematic of a quantum com-125
munication system. At the transmitter TX, an [n, k] QSC,126
constructed over a code space C, maps the information word127
(logical qubits) |ψ〉 ∈ C2k onto the codeword (physical128
qubits) |ψ〉 ∈ C2n with the aid of (n−k) auxiliary (also called129
ancilla) qubits initialized to the state |0〉. Here Cd denotes130
the d-dimensional Hilbert space. Furthermore, let P ∈ Gn131
be the channel error inflicted on the transmitted codewords.132
Consequently, |ψˆ〉 = P|ψ〉 is the noisy codeword received at133
the receiver RX, which invokes a 3-step decoding procedure134
for recovering the intended transmitted information |ψ˜〉.135
Unlike a classical decoder, which measures the received136
bit values, a quantum decoder cannot measure the received137
qubits without perturbing their superimposed quantum states.138
More specifically, qubits collapse to classical bits upon their139
measurement/observation. Therefore, inspired by the Parity140
Check Matrix (PCM)-based syndrome decoding of classical141
codes [26], a quantum decoder circumvents the associated142
measurement operation by observing the error syndromes143
without reading the actual quantum information. In the con-144
text of an [n, k] QSC, this is achieved by a set of (n − k)145
independent commuting Pauli generators gi ∈ Gn, for146
1 ≤ i ≤ (n − k). The corresponding stabilizer group H147
contains both gi and all the products of gi for 1 ≤ i ≤148
(n − k) and forms an Abelian subgroup of Gn. A unique149
feature of these generators is that they do not change 150
the state of valid codewords, while yielding an eigenvalue 151
of−1 for the corrupted states.3 Consequently, the eigenvalue 152
is−1 if P anti-commutes with the stabilizer gi and it is+1 if 153
P commutes with gi, which can be formulated as: 154
gi|ψˆ〉 =
{
|ψ〉, giP = Pgi
−|ψ〉, giP = −Pgi. (3) 155
The resultant ±1 eigenvalue gives the corresponding error 156
syndrome, which is 0 for an eigenvalue of +1 and 1 for an 157
eigenvalue of −1. Hence, within the ‘syndrome processing’ 158
block of Fig. 2, the receiver RX computes the syndrome of 159
the received sequence |ψˆ〉 and uses it to estimate the channel- 160
induced error pattern P˜ . The recovery operator R then uses 161
the estimated error pattern P˜ to restore the potentially error- 162
free transmitted coded stream. It must be mentioned here that 163
those channel errors, which differ only by the stabilizer group, 164
have the same impact on all the codewords and therefore 165
can be corrected by the same recovery operation. This equips 166
quantum codes with the intrinsic property of degeneracy [27]. 167
More explicitly, the error patterns P and P ′ = giP have 168
the same impact on the transmitted codeword and therefore 169
can be corrected by the same recovery operation.4 Finally, 170
the ‘inverse encoder’ shown in Fig. 2, processes the recov- 171
ered coded sequence |ψ˜〉, yielding the estimated transmitted 172
information qubits |ψ˜〉. 173
QSCs may be characterized in terms of an equivalent 174
binary parity check matrix notation satisfying the commuta- 175
tivity constraint of the stabilizer generators [28], [29]. This 176
is achieved by mapping the I, X, Y and Z Pauli operators 177
onto (F2)2 as follows: 178
I→ (0, 0), X→ (0, 1), Y→ (1, 1), Z→ (1, 0). (4) 179
3For example, consider a 3-qubit bit-flip repetition code, which
encodes |ψ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉 into |ψ〉 = α|000〉 + β|111〉, and has the
generators g1 = ZZI and g2 = ZIZ. Both g1 as well as g2 do not affect
a valid codeword, i.e. g1[|ψ〉] = g2[|ψ〉] = |ψ〉. On the other hand, let the
received codeword be |ψˆ〉 = α|010〉+β|101〉, then we get g1[|ψ〉] = −|ψ〉,
while g2[|ψ〉] = |ψ〉. Therefore, the resulting syndromes are 1 and 0,
respectively.
4For the 3-qubit bit-flip repetition code, let P = IIX and P ′ = g1
P = ZZX be the errors inflicted by the channel. Both P as well as P ′
corrupt the transmitted codeword |ψ〉 = α|000〉+β|111〉 to |ψˆ〉 = α|001〉+
β|110〉. Consequently, the errorsP andP ′ need not be differentiated and are
therefore classified as degenerate errors.
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Based on this Pauli-to-binary isomorphism, the (n − k)180
stabilizers of an [n, k] stabilizer code constitute the rows181
of the binary PCM H , which is a concatenation of a pair182
of (n − k) × n binary matrices Hz and Hx , as given183
below:184
H = (Hz|Hx) . (5)185
Each row of H corresponds to a stabilizer of H, so that186
the ith columns of Hz and Hx are used to compute the error187
imposed on the ith qubit. More specifically, a binary 1 in the188
ith column of Hz (or Hx) represents a Z (or X) Pauli operator189
in the corresponding stabilizer. Furthermore, given the matrix190
notation of Eq. (5), the commutative property of stabilizer191
generators is transformed into the orthogonality of rows with192
respect to the symplectic product (also referred to as a twisted193
product). If row i isHi = (Hzi ,Hxi ), whereHzi andHxi are the194
binary strings for Z and X respectively, then the symplectic195
product of rows i and i′ is given by,196
Hi ? Hi′ = (Hzi · Hxi′ + Hzi′ · Hxi )mod 2. (6)197
The symplectic product of Eq. (6) is zero, if there are an even198
number of places in the generators gi and gi′ with different199
non-Identity (i.e. X, Y, or Z) operators; thus meeting the200
commutativity requirement.5 We may further deduce from201
Eq. (6) that if H is expressed as H = (Hz|Hx), then the202
symplectic product is satisfied for all the rows of H if and203
only if we have:204
HzHTx + HxHTz = 0. (7)205
Consequently, any classical code satisfying Eq. (7) may be206
used for constructing QSCs.207
A special class of stabilizer codes is constituted by208
the family of CSS codes, invented independently by209
Calderbank and Shor [30] as well as by Steane [31], [32],210
which facilitates the design of high-performance quan-211
tum codes from the known family of classical binary212
linear codes. More explicitly, a [n, k1 − k2] CSS213
code, which is capable of correcting t bit-flips as well214
as phase-flips, can be constructed from the classical215
linear block codes C1(n, k1) and C2(n, k2), if we have216
C2 ⊂ C1, and both C1 and the dual of C2, i.e. C⊥2 , can217
correct t errors. In CSS construction, the PCM H ′z of C1 is218
used for correcting bit-flips, while the PCM H ′x of C⊥2 is219
used for phase-flip correction. Consequently, the PCM of the220







5For example, let g1 = XZI and g2 = ZII, which have different non-
Identity Pauli operators only at the first index. Then the generators g1 and
g2 anti-commute. Alternatively, according to the binary mapping of Eq. (4),
we have g1 ≡ (010|100), while g2 ≡ (100|000). Therefore, the symplectic
product of Eq. (6) yields a value of 1. By contrast, if the generators are
g1 = XZI and g2 = ZXI, then they commute. Consequently, the symplectic
product of Eq. (6) gives a value of zero.










and both H ′z and 223
H ′x are (n− k1)× n and k2 × n binary matrices, respectively. 224
Furthermore, since we have C2 ⊂ C1, the symplectic condi- 225
tion of Eq. (7) is reduced to H ′zH ′
T
x = 0. For the specific case 226
where H ′z = H ′x , the resultant structure is termed as a dual- 227
containing (or self-orthogonal) code because H ′zH ′
T
z = 0, 228
which is equivalent to C⊥1 ⊂ C1.
AQ:2
229
TABLE 1. GF(4) addition.
TABLE 2. GF(4) multiplication.
Since the I,X,Y and Z Pauli operators have the equivalent 230
2-bit representation of Eq. (4), they may also be expressed 231
in the Galois Field GF(4) by the equivalent 4-ary symbols. 232
More specifically, the Pauli-to-GF(4) isomorphism may be 233
encapsulated as: 234
I→ 0, X→ 1, Y→ ω, Z→ ω, (9) 235
where 0, 1,ω andω are the elements of GF(4), which conform 236
to the additive and multiplicative rules of Table 1 and Table 2, 237
respectively. According to the Pauli-to-GF(4) isomorphism, 238
the multiplication of Pauli operators is transformed into the 239
addition of the corresponding elements in GF(4), while the 240
commutativity (symplectic product) criterion is mapped onto 241
the trace6 inner product [21]. For example, multiplying the set 242
of Pauli operators {I,X,Z,Y} with Pauli-X is equivalent to 243
the second column of Table 1. Furthermore, the commutative 244
relationship between Aˆ and Bˆ in GF(4) is computed using the 245
trace inner product as follows7: 246
Tr〈Aˆ, Bˆ〉 = Tr(Aˆ× Bˆ) = 0, (10) 247
where 〈, 〉 represents the Hermitian inner product and Bˆ 248
denotes the conjugate8 of Bˆ. Furthermore, Tr(0) = Tr(1) = 0, 249
while Tr(ω) = Tr(ω) = 1. Consequently, based on Eq. (10), 250
the symplectic product of Eq. (6) is transformed into the trace 251
inner product in GF(4). For example, the symplectic product 252
of the ith and i′th row of Hˆ , which is defined in GF(4), is 253
formulated as: 254








Hˆit × Hˆ i′t
)
, (11) 255
6In GF(4), the trace operator maps x to (x + x). where x is the conjugate
of x [33].
7We denote GF(4) variables with aˆon top, e.g. xˆ.
8In GF(4), the conjugate operation swaps the elements ω and ω, while
leaving 0 and 1 intact.
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FIGURE 3. General schematic of an entanglement-assisted quantum communication system.
where Hˆit denotes the element in the ith row and tth column256
of Hˆ .257
TABLE 3. Quantum-to-classical isomorphism.
Based on the above discussions, a Pauli operator may be258
expressed in terms of the equivalent binary or quaternary259
representation, which is summarized in Table 3. This in260
turn facilitates the design of quantum codes from the known261
classical codes. More explicitly, arbitrary classical binary262
and quaternary codes may only be used for constructing263
QSCs if they satisfy the commutativity criterion of Eq. (7).264
Consequently, some of the good classical codes cannot be265
exploited in the quantum domain. The entanglement-assisted266
stabilizer formalism of [34]–[37] overcomes this limitation267
by using pre-shared entanglement9 between the transmitter268
and receiver to embed a set of non-commuting stabilizer269
generators into a larger set of commuting generators.270
Fig. 3 shows the general schematic of a quantum communi-271
cation system, which incorporates an Entanglement-Assisted272
Quantum Stabilizer Code (EA-QSC). An [n, k, c]273
EA-QSC encodes the information qubits |ψ〉 into the coded274
sequence |ψ〉with the aid of (n−k−c) auxiliary qubits, which275
are initialized to the state |0〉. Furthermore, the transmitter276
and receiver share c entangled qubits (ebits) before actual277
transmission takes place. This may be carried out outside the278
busy hour, when the channel is under-utilized, thus efficiently279
distributing the transmission requirements in time. More280






where TX and RX denotes the transmitter’s and receiver’s half284
of the ebit, respectively. Similar to the superdense coding285
protocol of [38], it is assumed that the receiver’s half of the286
9Two qubits are said to be entangled if they cannot be decomposed into
the tensor product of the constituent qubits. Consequently, a peculiar link
exists between the two qubits such that measuring one qubit also collapses
the other, despite their spatial separation [25].
c ebits are transmitted over a noiseless quantum channel, 287
while the transmitter’s half of the c ebits together with the 288
(n − k − c) auxiliary qubits are used for encoding the 289
intended k information qubits into n coded qubits. The resul- 290
tant n-qubit codewords |ψ〉 are transmitted over a noisy 291
quantum channel. The receiver then combines his half of the 292
c noiseless ebits with the received n-qubit noisy codewords 293
|ψˆ〉 to compute the syndrome, which is used for estimating 294
the error pattern P˜ incurred on the n-qubit transmitted code- 295
words. The rest of the processing at the receiver is the same 296
as that in Fig. 2. 297
The entangled state of Eq. (12) has unique commutativity 298
properties, which assist us in transforming a set of non- 299
Abelian generators into an Abelian set. The state |φ+〉 is 300
stabilized by the operatorsXTXXRX andZTXZRX , which com- 301
mute with each other. Therefore, we have10: 302
[XTXXRX ,ZTXZRX ] = 0. (13) 303
However, local operators acting on either of the qubits anti- 304
commute, i.e. we have: 305
{XTX ,ZTX } = {XRX ,ZRX } = 0. (14) 306
Therefore, if we have two single qubit operatorsXTX andZTX , 307
which anti-commute with each other, then we can resolve the 308
anti-commutativity by entangling another qubit and choosing 309
the local operators on this additional qubit such that the 310
resultant two-qubit generators (XTXXRX and ZTXZRX for this 311
case) commute. This additional qubit constitutes the receiver 312
half of the ebit. In other words, we entangle an additional 313
qubit for the sake of ensuring that the resultant two-qubit 314
operators have an even number of places with different non- 315
identity operators, which in turn ensures commutativity.11 316
III. QUANTUM LDPC CODE DESIGNS 317
Analogous to classical LDPC codes, which belong to the 318
family of linear block codes, QLDPC codes are inherently 319
stabilizer codes, which may be characterized using an equiv- 320
alent classical Parity Check Matrix (PCM) H of Eq. (5). 321
10[a, b] represents the commutative relation between a and b, while {a, b}
denotes the anti-commutative relation.
11For example, if g1 = XZI and g2 = ZII, which anti-commute, then we
can resolve the anti-commutativity by using an additional entangled qubit
for extending the generators g1 and g2 to g′1 = XZI|X and g′2 = ZII|Z,
respectively, where the Pauli operators to the left of the vertical bar (|) act on
the n-qubit codeword, while that to the right of the vertical bar acts on the
receiver’s half of the ebit.
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More specifically, an [n, k] QLDPC code having a coding rate322
of RQ = k/n is equivalent to a (2n, n+ k) binary LDPC code323
having a coding rate of Rc = (n+ k)/2n. We may divide the324
QLDPC codes into three main categories on the basis of the325
general global structure of the associated PCM H , namely326
Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) codes, non-CSS codes and327
Entanglement-Assisted (EA) codes, as summarized in Fig. 4.328
The CSS-type constructions may also be classified as dual-329
containing and as non-dual-containing codes. Let us now take330
a look at each of these categories individually.331
FIGURE 4. Classification of QLDPC codes.
A. CALDERBANK-SHOR-STEANE CODES332
Ideally, any two classical binary LDPC codes, which meet333
the symplectic criterion, may be used for constructing a334
CSS-based QLDPC code. However, randomly choosing the335
constituent pair of classical codes is not feasible, because336
finding two sparse codes, which satisfy the stringent symplec-337
tic constraint, is highly unlikely. This motivated Postol [39]338
to conceive the first example of a CSS-based non-dual-339
containing QLDPC code from a small (15, 7) finite geometry340
based classical LDPC code in 2001. More specifically, in341
Postol’s code, the PCM of a finite geometry based cyclic342
classical LDPC code constitutes theH ′z of Eq. (8), whileH ′x is343
derived from H ′z, so that the symplectic criterion is satisfied,344
i.e. we have H ′zH ′
T
x = 0. Since both the constituent PCMs,345
i.e. H ′z and H ′x , are cyclic, this facilitates the implementation346
of the encoder. However, Postol did not develop a general-347
ized method for his proposed design, which could facilitate348
the construction of QLDPC codes from any arbitrary finite349
geometry based classical LDPC codes. This gap was filled350
by Mackay et al. in [29], where several systematic construc-351
tions were developed for the CSS-based QLDPC codes by352
restricting the designs to the dual-containing structure.353
Before proceeding with the constructions of [29], let us354
take a look at the symplectic condition of Eq. (7) in the355
FIGURE 5. Tanner graph of H ′z . An ‘even overlap’ between the rows of H ′z
results in a length-4 cycle.
context of the dual-containing QLDPC codes. Recall from 356
Section II that the symplectic criterion of Eq. (7) reduces to 357
H ′zH ′
T
z = 0 for the dual-containing QLDPC codes, which 358
have H ′x = H ′Tz . This in turn implies that the PCM of a 359
classical LDPC code may only be used for constructing a 360
dual-containing QLDPC code if: 361
1) it has an even row weight; and 362
2) every pair of rows has an even number of overlapping 363
1’s, which we may term as an ‘even overlap’. 364
By contrast, good classical LDPC codes must have at most 365
a single overlapping 1 between every pair of rows for the 366
sake of avoiding length-4 cycles because short cycles of 367
length-4 impair the performance of the associated decoding 368
algorithm. Consequently, the ‘even overlap’ condition results 369
in unavoidable cycles of length 4 in the resultant PCM, as 370
depicted in Fig. 5 for a random binary PCM H ′z given by12: 371
H ′z =
(
1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0
)
. (15) 372
Furthermore, the constraint H ′zH ′
T
z = 0 also implies that 373
the code-space of the underlying classical code must contain 374
its dual. Hence, the resultant code contains codewords having 375
a weight equal to the row weight ρ. Therefore, the mini- 376
mum distance of the classical dual-containing code is upper- 377
bounded by ρ. Surprisingly, this upper-bound does not exist 378
for quantum codes due to the degenerate nature of quantum 379
errors. More specifically, the n-tuple channel error pattern 380
acting on the codewords of a QSC, may be classified as: 381
1) Detected Error Patterns: These error patterns anti- 382
commute with the stabilizers of the code, yielding a 383
non-trivial syndrome. 384
2) Harmful Undetected Error Patterns: This class of 385
error patterns commutes with the stabilizers. Conse- 386
quently, these error patterns are harmful, because they 387
map one valid codeword onto another; thus, corrupt- 388
ing the codeword without triggering a non-trivial syn- 389
drome. Harmful undetected error patterns are attributed 390
to the small minimum distance of the code. 391
12This is a random example for illustrating the impact of an even number
of overlaps. The H ′z of Eq. (15) may not be a good classical code.
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FIGURE 6. Error pattern classification for dual-containing CSS codes.
3) Harmless Undetected Error Patterns: This is a392
unique class of error patterns, which do not have a393
classical analogue. Similar to the ‘harmful undetected394
error patterns’, these error patterns also commute with395
the stabilizers, but they are harmless in the context of396
quantum codes. This is because these are the degen-397
erate errors, which belong to the stabilizer group, and398
therefore do not corrupt the state of the valid code-399
words. More explicitly, for dual-containing CSS codes,400
the harmless undetected error patterns lie in the code-401
space of the dual code C⊥1 , as depicted in Fig. 6.402
It must be mentioned here that although the harmless403
undetected errors do not affect the minimum dis-404
tance of the resultant quantum code, they lead to the405
‘symmetric degeneracy error’ in the iterative decoding406
procedure of QLDPC codes, which will be discussed407
in Section IV-C.408
Bicycle codes, which were proposed byMackay et al. in [29],409
marked the first major breakthrough towards the realiza-410
tion of CSS-based dual-containing quantum LDPC codes.411
The proposed code design relies on a semi-random/semi-412
structured construction, which satisfies the dual-containing413
constraint by deliberately imposing a global structure on the414
constituent PCM. A bicycle code having a row weight of ρ,415
a block length of n and (n − k) stabilizers is constructed416
using a random sparse n/2 × n/2 cyclic matrix Cm, which417
has a row weight of ρ/2. The non-zero entries in Cm can be418
chosen either randomly or using a difference set satisfying the419
property that every difference (modulo n/2) occurs at most420
once in the set. This matrix Cm is then used for constructing421
a base matrix H0, which is a concatenation of Cm and its422






Consequently, H0 is a dual-containing code satisfying the425
‘even overlap’ constraint, because every overlap that occurs426
in Cm may also be found in CTm . Furthermore, since H0 is427
an n/2 × n matrix, the resultant dual-containing quantum428
LDPC code has a coding rate RQ = 0 (or equivalently429
Rc = 1/2). To achieve a non-zero coding rate, k rows of H0430
are discarded, so that the column weights of the resultant431
(n − k) × n PCM H ′z are as uniform as possible. This code 432
design offers flexibility in choosing the code parameters, i.e. 433
ρ, n and k . However, the minimum distance of the resultant 434
code is upper-bounded by ρ. This is because the discarded 435
rows of H0 are all codewords of weight ρ, which are not 436
contained in the dual, and therefore contribute to the harmful 437
undetected error patterns. 438
Mackay et al. also proposed unicycle codes in [29], which 439
are derived from perfect difference sets.13 The perfect dif- 440
ference set property implies that all pairs of rows of the 441
PCM must have a single overlapping 1. Since we need an 442
‘even overlap’ to achieve a dual-containing structure, the 443
PCM is extended by adding an extra column having all log- 444
ical ones. Hence, every pair of rows in the resultant PCM 445
have two overlapping 1’s, which result in a single length-4 446
cycle between every pair of rows. Thus, an (n, k) PCM is 447
transformed into a dual-containing (n+1, k+1) PCM, which 448
has a row weight of (ρ+ 1) (where ρ is the row weight of the 449
initial matrix andmust be odd) andwhose columnweights are 450
all ρ, except for the last ‘all-one’ column. Mackay et al. also 451
suggested that the unique structure of unicycle codes may be 452
exploited for avoiding the length-4 cycles during the decod- 453
ing procedure [29]. More explicitly, a unicycle code may be 454
viewed as a superposition of two codes, i.e. one having an 455
‘all-zero’ column at the end and the other having an ‘all-one’ 456
column. For the sake of avoiding the short cycles, each of 457
the two codes is decoded separately using the sum product 458
algorithm [29]. If both decoders return a valid codeword, 459
the codeword which has the maximum likelihood is chosen. 460
Hence, an improved decoding procedure is conceived at the 461
cost of an increased decoding complexity. Furthermore, the 462
minimum distance of the unicycle codes constructed using 463
difference sets is upper-bounded by the row weight, because 464
the resultant code has codewords of weight ρ, which do not 465
lie in the dual. Since the choice of n, k and ρ for perfect 466
difference sets is limited, this design does not offer much flex- 467
ibility in choosing the code parameters. By contrast, bicycle 468
codes can be constructed from any arbitrary cyclic classical 469
LDPC. 470
To extend the application of Mackay’s unicycle codes to a 471
wider range of code parameters, Aly [40] exploited the clas- 472
sical type-II Euclidean Geometry (EG) LDPC codes of [41]. 473
Similar to the perfect difference sets, a classical type-II EG 474
LDPC code having a PCM HEG-II has the unique characteris- 475
tic that all pairs of rows have a single overlapping value of 1. 476
Consequently, Aly suggested that the code characterized by 477
13A perfect difference set characterized on the additive group of size n
has the unique property that every integer from 1 to n− 1 may be expressed
as a difference of two integers in the set (modulo n) in exactly one way.
By contrast, in the plain difference sets, every difference occurs at most once,
i.e. either it may not occur or will occur only once. For example, the set
{1, 2, 4} forms a perfect difference set for the group of size 7 because every
integer from 1 to 6 can be expressed as the difference of two elements in the
difference set, i.e. we have:
(1− 2)mod 7 = 6, (1− 4)mod 7 = 4, (2− 1)mod 7 = 1,
(2− 4)mod 7 = 5, (4− 1)mod 7 = 3, (4− 2)mod 7 = 2.
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an (n − k) × n matrix HEG-II may be converted into a dual-478
containing code in the following two ways:479
1) If the row weight of HEG-II is odd, then similar to the480
unicycle codes, an ‘all-one’ column 1 is appended to481
HEG-II, i.e. we have:482
H ′z = (HEG-II|1). (17)483
2) If the row weight of HEG-II is even, then 1 is appended484
to HEG-II for the sake of ensuring an ‘even overlap’,485
while an identity matrix I of size (n − k) × (n − k) is486
appended to make the row weight even, i.e. we have:487
H ′z = (HEG-II|1|I). (18)488
The resultant codes offer beneficial high coding rates.489
However, they have an upper-bounded minimum distance of490
at least (γ + 1), where γ denotes the column weight.491
Unicycle code construction was further explored by492
Djordjevic [42] for designing Quasi-Cyclic (QC) high-493
rate dual-containing QLDPC codes from the Balanced494
Incomplete Block Design (BIBD) based classical LDPC495
codes [43], [44], which have a minimum distance of at496
least (γ + 1), where γ denotes the column weight. More497
specifically, the BIBD14 is characterized by the parameter λ.498
A BIBD-based LDPC code has exactly λ overlaps between499
every pair of rows. Since good classical LDPC codes must500
have at most a single row overlap, λ is set to 1 for designing501
classical LDPC codes with a girth of at least 6. Consequently,502
analogous to the perfect difference set based classical LDPC503
codes, each pair of rows has a single overlapping value504
of 1, which can be made even by imposing the unicycle505
code structure on the PCM. Djordjevic also designed dual-506
containing LDPC codes by using BIBDs associated with an507
even λ. Unfortunately, the even λ based QLDPC codes failed508
to outperform the unicycle based BIBD constructions [42].509
Since all the aforementioned dual-containing construc-510
tions resulted in an upper-bounded minimum distance,511
the quest for the construction of unbounded QLDPC512
codes continued. Pursuing this objective, another non-trivial513
class of dual-containing QLDPC codes was proposed by514
Mackay et al. in [45], which was derived from515
Cayley graphs. These codes were further investigated by516
Couvreur et al. in [46] and [47], where it was formally shown517
that the lower bound on the minimum distance of the resultant518
code is a logarithmic function of the code length, thus the519
minimum distance can be improved by extending the code-520
word (or block) length, albeit again, only logarithmically.521
14BIBD(v, b, r , k , λ) distributes all the v elements (or points) of a set V
into b subsets (or blocks) of size k such that,
• each pair of elements occurs in exactly λ of the blocks,
• every element occurs in exactly r blocks, and
• the number of elements in each block k is small as compared to the
size v of set V ; thus, giving it the name ‘‘incomplete.’’
Let us consider a set V of seven numbers, which is given by
V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. Then, the blocks {1, 2, 4}, {2, 6, 5}, {3, 4, 6},
{4, 5, 7}, {1, 5, 6}, {2, 6, 7} and {1, 3, 7} constitute the BIBD(7, 7, 3, 3, 1)
since there are 7 elements (v) in the set V which are distributed among
7 blocks (b), each element appears in 3 blocks (r), each block has 3 ele-
ments (k) and each pair of elements occur in 1 block (λ).
However, this is achieved at the cost of an increased decoding 522
complexity imposed by the escalating rowweight, which also 523
increases logarithmically with the block length. Furthermore, 524
Cayley graph based designs may be viewed as a special 525
class of the topological codes [48]–[50],15 which are already 526
known to have growing minimum distances. 527
Let us recall that the dual-containing QLDPC codes have 528
unavoidable short cycles, which impair the performance 529
of the decoding algorithm. Hence, even if dual-containing 530
QLDPC codes having an unbounded minimum distance are 531
designed, they are unlikely to surpass the performance of their 532
non-dual-containing counterparts. Therefore, in the midst 533
of these activities, Lou and Garcia-Frias [55], [56] rekin- 534
dled the interest in CSS-based non-dual-containing QLDPC 535
codes by invoking the classical Low Density Generator 536
Matrix (LDGM) codes for code construction. More specif- 537
ically, since both the generator matrix and the PCM of an 538
LDGM code are sparse, they can be used as the components 539
of a CSS code. Let G˜ and H˜ be the generator matrix and PCM, 540
respectively, of an (n, k) LDGM code. Then the resultant CSS 541







Since H˜ is an (n− k)× n matrix, while G˜ is a k × n matrix, 544
the resultant PCM H is an n × 2n matrix. Consequently, 545
the corresponding QLDPC code has a coding rate of zero. 546
Lou and Garcia-Frias [55], [56] suggested that this may be 547
avoided by applying linear row operations both to G˜ as well 548
as to H˜ for the sake of reducing their number of rows. Unfor- 549
tunately, this row-reduction may in turn create short cycles 550
in the resultant PCM. For the sake of avoiding the adverse 551
impact of these short cycles, Lou and Garcia-Frias [55], [56] 552
also conceived a modified Tanner graph, which requires 553
code doping [57] for pushing the iterative decoding process 554
towards convergence. Hence, an improved performance is 555
achieved at the cost of an increased decoding complexity. 556
Unfortunately, the constituent codes of all the aforemen- 557
tioned CSS constructions, both those of the dual-containing 558
as well as of the non-dual-containing codes, suffer from the 559
presence of length-4 cycles. To dispense with these short 560
cycles, Hagiwara and Imai [58], [59] conceived a unique 561
class of non-dual-containing QC-QLDPC codes, which have 562
a girth of at least 6. More specifically, let us consider a 563
circulant matrix T having a size of LP/2 × LP/2, ρ = L/2 564
and γ = L, which is given by [59]: 565
T =

t0 t1 . . . tL/2−1
tL/2−1 t0 . . . tL/2−2
...
...
t1 t2 . . . t0
, (20) 566
15The family of topological codes, e.g. [48]–[54], is beyond the scope of
this work.
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where ti denotes the index of the circulant permutation567
matrix16 of size P and ti ∈ [P∞] := {0, 1, . . . ,P− 1} ∪ {∞}.568
Hagiwara et al. have shown that H ′z and H ′x derived from the569
matrix T of Eq. (20) satisfy the symplectic criterion, if they570
have the form:571
H ′z = (T1,T2) and H ′x =
(
−T T2 ,−T T1
)
. (21)572
Furthermore, since row deletion does not perturb the sym-573
plectic criterion, rowsmay be deleted fromH ′z andH ′x in order574
to achieve the desired coding rate. For the sake of ensuring a575
girth of 6, Hagiwara et al. relied upon algebraic combinatorics576
for designing the constituent circulant matrices T1 and T2,577
so that all the rows of H ′z as well as of H ′x have at most a578
single overlap. The bicycle codes of [29] may be viewed579
as a special case of this construction, i.e. when P = 1 and580
T2 = T T1 . Unfortunately, the resultant codes failed to out-581
perform MacKay’s bicycle codes [29] and their minimum582
distance is upper-bounded by the row weight.583
Among all the dual-containing codes discussed above,584
Mackay’s bicycle construction [29] offers the best perfor-585
mance at an affordable decoding complexity. However, the586
resultant performance is still not on par with that of the587
classical LDPC codes. For example, the rate-1/4 bicycle588
code of [29], having n = 19, 014, operates within about589
5.5 dB of the Hashing limit at a Word Error Rate (WER)590
of 10−3. Furthermore, all the aforementioned codes have591
an upper-bounded minimum distance except for the Cayley592
graph based designs. In the quest for increasing the593
minimum distance and hence to approach the capacity,594
Hagiwara et al. extended the QC design of [58] and [59] to595
Spatially-Coupled (SC) codes in [60], which outperformed596
their corresponding ‘non-coupled’ counterparts at the cost597
of a small coding rate loss. However, the performance still598
remained relatively far from the capacity. More specifically,599
the SC QC-QLDPC of [60], having a coding rate of 0.49 and600
a length of n = 1, 81, 000, operates within about 3.8 dB601
of the Hashing limit at a WER of 10−3. Kasai et al. further602
contributed to these developments by deriving non-binary603
QC-QLDPC codes in [61] and [62] from the design604
of [58] and [59]. The resultant codes outperformed their605
binary counterparts at the cost of an increased decoding606
complexity. A rate-1/2 code, having a length of n = 20, 560607
and a Galois field of GF(210), was shown to operate within608
about 1.9 dB of the Hashing limit at a WER of 10−3. The609
SC codes were further investigated by Andriyanova et al.610
16A circulant permutation matrix I (1) of size P is given by:
I (1) =

0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0







1 0 0 . . . 0
.
More explicitly, I (1) is a P × P identity matrix shifted to the right by one
position. Therefore, I (x) may be defined as a P × P identity matrix shifted
to the right by x positions, where x is known as the index of the permutation
matrix. Moreover, x = 0 defines an unshifted identity matrix, while x = ∞
is specially used to denote a zero matrix of size P× P.
in [63], where the constituent codes were derived from the 611
classical LDGM codes as in [55] and [56]. Analogous to 612
the EA quantum codes, Andriyanova et al. assumed that 613
some qubits are transmitted over a noiseless channel. Con- 614
sequently, the resultant rate-1/4 LDGM-based SC-QLDPC 615
codes, having a length of n = 76, 800, succeeded in oper- 616
ating within about 1.7 dB of the Hashing limit at a WER 617
of 10−3. The assumption of having noiseless qubits was 618
later eliminated in [64], whereby these qubits were pro- 619
tected by the error reducing Quantum Turbo Code (QTC) 620
of [64], which resulted in a modest coding rate loss and 621
in a moderately increased complexity for the overall code. 622
It was shown that the performance of the resultant rate-1/2 623
QTC-assisted LDGM-based SC-QLDPC code, having a 624
length of n = 8, 21, 760, is within about 0.7 dB of the 625
Hashing limit at a WER of 10−3. Fig. 7 compares the achiev- 626
able performance of the aforementioned codes, namely of the 627
‘bicycle’ code of [29], ‘SC QC-QLDPC’ code of [60], ‘non- 628
binary QC-QLDPC’ code of [61] and [62], ‘LDGM-based 629
SC-QLDPC’ code of [63] and the ‘QTC-assisted LDGM- 630
based SC-QLDPC’ code of [64], at a WER of 10−3, which 631
is benchmarked against the Hashing bound. 632
All the main contributions pertaining to CSS-based 633
QLDPC codes are summarized in Fig. 8. 634
FIGURE 7. Achievable performance at a WER of 10−3 benchmarked
against the Hashing bound for the ‘bicycle’ code (R = 0.25, n = 19,014)
of [29], ‘SC QC-QLDPC’ code (R = 0.49, n = 1,81,000) of [60], ‘non-binary
QC-QLDPC’ code (R = 0.5, n = 20,560, GF(210)) of [61] and [62],
‘LDGM-based SC-QLDPC’ code (R = 0.25, n = 76,800) of [63] and the
‘QTC-assisted LDGM-based SC-QLDPC’ code (R = 0.25, n = 8,21,760)
of [64].
B. NON-CSS CODES 635
Non-CSS stabilizer codes have the potential of exploiting 636
any redundancy more efficiently than their CSS-based coun- 637
terparts. For example, a CSS-based block code requires 638
a block length of 7 qubits to correct a single bit-flip or 639
phase-flip [31], while only 5 qubits are required 640
for a non-CSS block code [75]. Consequently, 641
Camara et al. [65], [66] proposed the construction of non- 642
CSS (also called unrestricted) QLDPC codes. In contrast to 643
most of the aforementioned dual-containing constructions, 644
which satisfy the symplectic criterion in their global code 645
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FIGURE 8. Major contributions to the development of QLDPC codes. The ‘code type’ for each contribution is highlighted in bold, while the
associated ‘demerits’ are marked in italics.
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structure, the design conceived by Camara et al. aims at646
building the symplectic constraint into the local code struc-647
ture. More specifically, since the PCM of a classical quater-648
nary LDPC code can be mapped onto the generators of a QSC649
based on Eq. (9), Camara et al. developed a group theoretical650
approach for constructing self-orthogonal quaternary LDPC651
codes satisfying the symplectic criterion of Eq. (11). It was652
found that the Tanner graph of the resultant self-orthogonal653
quaternary PCM has cycles of length 4. However, these short654
cycles are imposed by the commutativity constraint. More655
specifically, every column of a quaternary PCMmust contain656
at least two different non-zero entries, i.e Pauli-X, Pauli-Z,657
or Pauli-Y, so that it can correct both phase-flips as well as658
bit-flips occurring on that qubit. On the other hand, any two659
rows of the PCMmust have an even number of positions with660
different non-zero elements (or non-Identity Pauli operators).661
For example, let us consider a weight-2 column of a PCM,662
which is involved in two rows with a value of 1 andω, respec-663
tively. Now to meet the commutativity constraint, these two664
rows must have another overlapping column having different665
non-zero entries; thus, creating cycles of length-4. Intuitively,666
these short cycles are also present in the PCM H of the667
CSS codes, when they are viewed in the quaternary domain.668
In fact, these cycles are excessive in the dual-containing669
CSS codes, which also have the additional cycles resulting670
from the dual-containing constraint.17 The proposed non-671
CSSQLDPC codes of [65] and [66] outperformed the bicycle672
codes in the waterfall region of their performance curve,673
while yielding a higher error floor due to their small minimum674
distance. It is expected that this non-CSS construction may675
have an unbounded minimum distance, thus yielding lower676
error floors, when the block length is sufficiently large.677
However, this was not explicitly proven in [65] and [66].678
Pursuing the same line of research, Tan and Li [70] were679
the first researchers to design the constituent PCMsHz andHx680
of a non-CSS code by invoking classical binary codes. More681
specifically, they conceived several systematic constructions682
for non-CSS QLDPC codes, which imposed both global as683
well as local structures on the underlying binary codes for the684
sake of satisfying the symplectic criterion. This is achieved685
by exploiting simple yet powerful coding techniques, which686
include concatenation, rotation and scrambling. The designed687
codes exhibit a better performance than the non-CSS codes688
of [65] and [66]. However, they still failed to outperform689
Mackay’s codes of [29]. In conclusion, the major milestones690
achieved in the domain of non-CSS QLDPC codes are sum-691
marized in Fig. 8.692
C. ENTANGLEMENT-ASSISTED QLDPC CODES693
Efficient classical LDPC codes exist, which are known to694
approach the Shannon capacity for a large block size. For695
example, the optimized 1/2-rate classical LDPC code of [76]696
operates within 0.13 dB of the capacity limit for transmission697
over an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel698
at a Bit Error Rate (BER) of 10−6 using a code length699
17This is further discussed in Section IV-C.
of 106. More specifically, the turbo cliff of this LDPC 700
code is merely 0.06 dB away from the Shannon capacity. 701
This inspired researchers to achieve a comparable perfor- 702
mance for QLDPCs. Unfortunately, the symplectic criterion, 703
or more specifically the commutativity requirement of the 704
stabilizers, limits the direct application of such efficient 705
classical codes in the quantum domain. As discussed in 706
Sections III-A and III-B, only a limited class of classical 707
codes, which conform to stringent local or global structural 708
constraints, may be used as the constituents of a quantum 709
code. This obstacle may be overcome by exploiting the 710
EA quantum code designs of [35]–[37], which assist us in 711
importing any classical code into the quantum domain. How- 712
ever, the pre-shared noiseless entangled qubits (ebits) of an 713
EA code constitute a valuable resource, because maintaining 714
a noiseless entangled state is not a trivial task. Consequently, a 715
practically realizable code design should aim for minimizing 716
the number of pre-shared noiseless ebits. 717
The first EA-QLDPC codes were conceived by 718
Hsieh et al. in [67], whereby EA CSS-based QC-QLDPC 719
codes were designed from their classical counterparts. 720
Hsieh et al. chose the constituent circulant matrices of the 721
classical QC code by ensuring that the number of ebits 722
required is minimized. Despite their efforts, a significant 723
number of these ebits was required, which grew with the 724
code length. More importantly, these designs supported the 725
conjecture that the high efficiency of EA codes should be 726
attributed to the large fractions of pre-shared ebits. On a 727
positive note, since the EA quantum codes of [67] shared 728
the same attributes as the classical parent code, especially 729
in terms of the girth and the minimum distance, these 730
EA-QLDPC codes outperformed the state-of-the-art unas- 731
sisted QLDPC codes. Working further in the direction of 732
minimizing the number of pre-shared ebits, in [68] and [69] 733
Hsieh et al. conceived finite-geometry based EA-QLDPCs, 734
whose ‘entanglement consumption rate’ decreases with the 735
code length. Furthermore, two of these constructions required 736
only a single ebit regardless of the code length; thus dis- 737
pensing with the then prevailing apprehensions surrounding 738
the family of EA-codes. It must be emphasized here that 739
the proposed design does not impose any restrictions on 740
the underlying finite geometry based classical LDPC codes 741
of [41]. A more general framework conceived for designing 742
the EA-QLDPCs, having a prescribed number of ebits, was 743
presented in [72], which was derived from combinatorial 744
design theory. Some of these designs required only a single 745
ebit, despite having a high performance, a high coding rate 746
and a low complexity. The necessary and sufficient conditions 747
for designing single-ebit based EA-QLDPCs were further 748
investigated in [73]. Moreover, BIBD based EA-QLDPC 749
codes requiring only a single ebit were also identified in [71]. 750
Recently, Fujiwara [77] introduced the notion of quantum 751
codes relying on ‘less noisy’ (or ‘reliable’) qubits. More 752
explicitly, unlike the EA formalism, which requires com- 753
pletely noiseless ebits, the framework of [77] assumes that 754
these auxiliary qubits are subjected to a phase-flip channel, 755
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FIGURE 9. General schematic of a syndrome-based decoder for QLDPC codes.
which is a more realistic noise model. In this spirit,756
Fujiwara et al. [74] conceived QLDPC codes relying on ‘less757
noisy’ qubits. The major contributions made in the domain of758
EA-QLDPC codes are summarized in Fig. 8.759
IV. ITERATIVE DECODING OF QUANTUM LDPC CODES760
Analogous to the classical LDPC codes, QLDPC codes761
invoke the classic Belief Propagation (BP) based decod-762
ing, also referred to as the Sum-Product Algorithm (SPA),763
which operates over the Tanner graph of the corresponding764
PCM. However, let us recall from Section II that qubits765
collapse upon measurement. Therefore, the syndrome-based766
version [78] of the classic codeword decoding has to be used767
for QLDPC codes. The underlying BP can be implemented768
both in the binary as well as in the quaternary domain, which769
are discussed in Sections IV-A and IV-B, respectively.770
A. BINARY DECODING771
A quantum depolarizing channel characterized by the772
depolarizing probability p is isomorphic to two independent773
Binary Symmetric Channels (BSCs) [29], i.e. one for phase-774
flips and the other for bit-flips, each having a cross-over775
probability of 2p/3. More explicitly, based on the Pauli-to-776
binary isomorphism encapsulated in Eq. (4), a Pauli error777
P ∈ Gn experienced by an n-qubit block transmitted over778
a depolarizing channel can be modeled by an effective error-779
vector P, which is a binary vector of length 2n. The effective780
error P may be represented as P = (Pz,Px), where both781
Pz and Px are n-bit long and represent Z and X errors,782
respectively. This implies that an X error imposed on the tth783
qubit will yield a 0 and a 1 at the tth and (n+ t)th index of P,784
respectively. Similarly, aZ error imposed on the tth qubit will785
give a 1 and a 0 at the tth and (n+t)th index of P, respectively,786
while a Y error on the tth qubit will result in a 1 at both787
the 1st as well as (n + t)th index of P. Since a depolarizing788
channel characterized by the probability p incurs X, Y and Z789
errors with an equal probability of p/3, the effective790
error-vector P reduces to two BSCs having a crossover791
probability of 2p/3, where we have one channel for the792
Z errors and the other for the X errors.793
Based on the aforementioned simplified notion, which794
ignores the correlation between the X and Z errors,795
QLDPC codes can be decoded by running the syndrome-796
based BP over the Tanner graph of the equivalent binary797
code having H = (Hz|Hx) [70]. More explicitly, let S be the798
observed syndrome sequence, which is given by the symplec- 799
tic product of H and P, as formulated below: 800
S = H ? PT = HzPTx + HxPTz . (22) 801
The observed syndrome S of Eq. (22) is fed to a classical 802
syndrome-based LDPC decoder to estimate the most likely 803
inflicted channel error P˜, as depicted in Fig. 9. For an 804
H of size m× 2n, where we have m = (n− k), the resultant 805
estimated error vector P˜ is of length 2n, whose first n bits 806
are for the estimated phase errors P˜z, while the other n bits 807
indicate the estimated bit errors P˜x . Finally, the 2n-bit binary 808
vector is mapped onto the n-qubit Pauli error P˜ based on the 809
mapping encapsulated in Eq. (4). More explicitly, the tth and 810
(n+ t)th value of P˜ are combined based on Eq. (4) to estimate 811
the error inflicted on the tth qubit. 812











Consequently, the Tanner graph of the matrix H consists of 814
two independent Tanner graphs corresponding to the matrices 815
H ′z and H ′x . This in turn implies that X and Z errors can 816
be decoded independently using the matrices H ′z and H ′x , 817
respectively [29]. Hence, the Qubit Error Rate (QBER) of a 818
CSS QLDPC code may be approximated by the sum of the 819
BER of the constituent classical codes. More explicitly, if pxe 820




x , respectively, 821
then the overall QBER is equivalent to (pxe + pze − pxepze) ≈ 822
(pxe + pze), which reduces to 2pze for a dual-containing 823
CSS code having H ′x = H ′z. 824
For a binary m × 2n LDPC matrix H , the classical LDPC 825
decoder of Fig. 9 aims for finding the most likely error P of 826




where P(P|S) is the probability of experiencing the error 829
P ∈ (F2)2n imposed on the transmitted codewords, given that 830
the syndrome of the received qubits |ψˆ〉 is S ∈ (F2)m. Unfor- 831
tunately, Eq. (23) defines an NP-complete problem [79]. 832
A sub-optimal algorithm for solving Eq. (23) is constituted 833
by the classic BP, which finds the element-wise optimum 834
value rather than the global optimum. More explicitly, for 835
P = (P0,P1, . . . ,Pt , . . . ,P2n−1), BP finds Pt such that: 836
P˜t = argmax
Pt∈F2
P(Pt |S), (24) 837
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where P(Pt |S) is the marginalized probability of the tth bit.838
The BP operates by exchanging messages over the Tanner839
graph of H having check nodes ci for i ∈ {0,m − 1}840
and variable nodes vt for t ∈ {0, 2n − 1}. The messages841
sent by the ith check node ci to the tth variable node are842
denoted by mPtci→vt , while the messages directed from the843
tth variable node to the ith check node are given by mPtvt→ci ,844
where Pt is the error imposed on the tth variable node.845
The overall syndrome-based message exchange procedure is846
summarized in Algorithm 1, which proceeds as follows [78]:847
• Initialization: The algorithm begins by initializing848
the messages mPtvt→ci according to the channel model849
Pch(Pt ). For a BSC having a crossover probability of850
2p/3, we have:851
m0vt→ci = 1− 2p/3,852
m1vt→ci = 2p/3. (25)853
• Horizontal message exchange: Let V (ci) be the set854
of variable nodes connected to the check node ci, i.e.855
V (ci) ≡ {vt : Hit = 1}, and V (ci) \ vt be the set856
V (ci) excluding the variable node vt . As depicted in857
Fig. 10a, in this step the algorithm runs through the rows858
ofH (checks) and computes themessagemPtci→vt for each859
vt ∈ V (ci) and Pt ∈ F2. The message maci→vt represents860
the probability that the syndrome value observed for the861
check ci is Si given that the tth variable node has the error862











whereK is the normalization constant invoked for ensur-866
ing
∑
a∈{0,1} maci→vt = 1, while P(Si|P) is a binary867
function, which is equal to 1 only when the check ci868
is satisfied, i.e. when the value of the check node ci869
computed using the error vector P matches the mea-870
sured syndrome value Si, otherwise it is 0. Furthermore,871
FIGURE 10. Belief Propagation (BP) algorithm. Check nodes and variable
nodes are denoted by ci and vt , respectively. (a) Horizontal message
exchange. (b) Vertical message exchange.
according to Eq. (26), the messages maci→vt destined for 872
the tth variable node do not take into account the 873
messages flowing in the opposite direction along the 874
same edge, i.e. mavt→ci . Consequently, m
a
ci→vt only con- 875
tains the new information gleaned from the messages 876
sent by the other variable nodes and it is therefore termed 877
as being ‘extrinsic’. This ensures that the successive 878
iterations of this iterative algorithm are independent. 879
• Vertical message exchange: Let C(vt ) be the set of 880
check nodes connected to the variable node vt , i.e. 881
C(vt ) ≡ {ci : Hit = 1}, and C(vt ) \ ci be the set 882
C(vt ) excluding the check node ci. As shown in Fig. 10b, 883
for each column of H (hence called ‘vertical’), the 884
BP computes the message mPtvt→ci for all ci ∈ V (vt ) and 885
Pt ∈ F2. More explicitly, the messages mavt→ci are 886
computed by evaluating the product of the channel infor- 887
mation Pch(Pt = a) and the messages maci′→vt flowing 888
into the variable node vt along all the edges connected 889
to it, but excluding maci→vt , which is received along the 890
same edge. Hence, the extrinsic message is computed as: 891
mavt→ci = KPch(Pt = a)
∏
ci′∈C(vt )\ci
maci′→vt , (27) 892
where k is the normalization constant, which ensures 893
that
∑
a∈{0,1} mavt→ci = 1. 894
• Element-wise marginal probability: Finally, the 895
element-wise marginal probability P(Pt |S) for Pt ∈ F2 896
is calculated as follows: 897
P(Pt = a|S) = KPch(Pt = a)
∏
ci∈C(vt )
maci→vt , (28) 898
which takes into account all the messages flowing into 899
the variable node vt . 900
• Hard decision & syndrome check: As previously por- 901
trayed in Eq. (24), a hard decision is made by finding 902
the most likely error P˜t , which maximizes the marginal 903
probability computed in Eq. (28). Based on the estimated 904
error vector P˜, the syndrome S˜ = H (P˜x : P˜z)T is 905
computed. If the syndrome S˜ of the estimated error P˜ is 906
the same as the observed syndrome S, the process halts, 907
indicating that the correct solution is found. Otherwise, 908
the algorithm repeats itself from the horizontal message 909
exchange step onwards. This iterative procedure con- 910
tinues, until either S˜ = S or the maximum number of 911
iterations Imax is reached. 912
B. NON-BINARY DECODING 913
Based on the Pauli-to-GF(4) formalism of Eq. (9), QLDPC 914
codes can be decoded by invoking the non-binary BP, which 915
takes into account the correlation between the phase-flips and 916
bit-flips. The syndrome-based non-binary BP is similar to 917
the binary BP of Algorithm 1, with the following two major 918
modifications: 919
• Non-binary BP exploits the depolarizing channel model, 920
which does not ignore the correlation between the bit and 921
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Algorithm 1 Syndrome-Based BP
1: Set Pch(0)← (1− 2p/3) and Pch(1)← 2p/3.
2: Initialize mavt→ci ← Pch(a), ∀ vt , ci ∈ C(vt ) and a ∈ {0, 1}.
3: for iter← 1 to Imax do
4: for all i ∈ {0, (m− 1)}, vt ∈ V (ci) and a ∈ {0, 1} do









7: for t ← 0 to (2n− 1) do
8: for all ci ∈ C(vt ) and a ∈ {0, 1} do





11: for all a ∈ {0, 1} do
12: P(Pt = a|S)← kPch(Pt = a)∏ci∈C(vt ) maci→vt .
13: end for




16: S˜ ← H (P˜x : P˜z)T .












1− p, if aˆ = 0
p/3, if aˆ ∈ {1, ω, ω}, (29)924
where we have Pˆ =
(
Pˆ0, Pˆ1, . . . , Pˆt , . . . , Pˆn−1
)
and925
Pˆt denotes the error inflicted on the tth qubit.926
• The syndrome Si, which was computed as Hi(Px : Pz)T927
in the binary scenario, is now given by the trace inner928
product of Hˆi and Pˆ (see Eq. (11)):929
Si = Tr(Hˆi · Pˆ), (30)930
where Hˆi is the ith row ofH in GF(4) and i ∈ {0,m−1}.931
As compared to the binary BP, non-binary decoding imposes932
an increased complexity, specifically on the horizontal mes-933
sage exchange step. More explicitly, since the summation in934
Eq. (26) runs for all possible error sequences {Pˆ : Pˆt = aˆ},935
which yield the syndrome Si for the ith check node, the936
complexity increases both with the row weight as well as937
with the dimensionality of the Galois field. For classical non-938
binary LDPC codes, this increased complexity is alleviated939
by invoking the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based decoding940
of [80], which can be conveniently adapted to the syndrome-941
based decoding of QLDPC codes.942
Based on the notion of the trace inner product of Eq. (11),943
Eq. (30) can be expanded as:944





where we have Sˆi ∈ {0, 1, ω, ω}, which can also be expressed 946
as: 947
Sˆi = Hˆit × Pˆt +
∑
t ′∈V (ci)\vt
Hˆit ′ × Pˆt ′ . (32) 948
Unlike in the binary scenario, where we have Hit ∈ {0, 1}, 949
here we have Hˆit ∈ {1, ω, ω} in Eq. (32). Therefore, given the 950
messages maˆci→vt and m
aˆ
vt→ci exchanged between the check 951
node ci and the variable node vt for Pˆ = aˆ, we denote the 952
equivalent messages for (Hˆit × Pˆt ) as mˇaˆsci→vt and mˇaˆsvt→ci , 953
respectively, where we have (Hˆit × aˆ) = aˆs. Based on this 954
notation, we may infer from Eq. (31) and Eq. (32) that the 955
Probability Density Function (PDF) of the horizontal mes- 956
sage mˇaˆsci→vt can be obtained by convolving the PDFs of the 957
messages mˇaˆs+Sˆivt′→ci for vt ′ ∈ V (ci)\vt . We may further notice in 958
Eq. (31) that for a given Si, Sˆi can have two possible values. 959
More explicitly, for GF(4), we have Tr(0) = Tr(1) = 0, while 960
Tr(ω) = Tr(ω) = 1. Consequently, for Si = Tr(Sˆi = 0) = 961
Tr(Sˆi = 1) = 0, we have: 962
PDF{mˇ0ci→vt } 963























represents the convolution process and 969
vt ′ ∈ V (ci)\vt . Similarly, for Si = Tr(Sˆi = ω) = Tr(Sˆi = 970
ω) = 1, we have: 971
PDF{mˇ0ci→vt } 972





















The complex convolution operation required 978
in Eq. (33) and (34) can be efficiently implemented by 979
multiplying the corresponding PDFs in the frequency domain 980
with the aid of the FFT-based algorithm of [80]. 981
C. DECODING ISSUES & HEURISTIC METHODS 982
FOR IMPROVEMENT 983
Belief propagation invoked for decoding LDPC codes gives 984
the exact solution only when the underlying Tanner graph is 985
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a tree. Nonetheless, it yields reasonably good approximations986
even in the presence of cycles, provided that the girth of987
the associated LDPC matrix is sufficiently large, at least 6.988
This has been proven by the capacity approaching classical989
LDPC codes, for example in [16] and [17]. Unfortunately,990
short cycles of length 4 are unavoidable in the construction991
of QLDPC codes, which in turn impair the iterative decoding992
procedure.993
The unavoidable cycles of length 4 found in QLDPC codes994
are the result of the commutativity property of the stabilizers.995
More explicitly, the constituent stabilizer generators of a996
stabilizer code must commute, i.e. they should have even997
number of places with different non-Identity Pauli operators.998
In other words, if an anti-commuting pair of Pauli operators999
acts on the tth variable node in a pair of stabilizer generators,1000
then there should be another anti-commuting pair of Pauli1001
operators acting on the t ′th variable node in the same pair1002
of generators for the sake of ensuring that the generators1003
commute with each other. For example, the generators:1004
g0 = XIYZ,1005
g1 = ZYXI, (35)1006
commute18 because there are two pairs of anti-commuting1007
Pauli operators acting on the first and third qubits, respec-1008
tively. This in turn implies that the corresponding rows in1009
the resultant PCM have even number of overlaps, which give1010
rise to short cycles in the Tanner graph, as illustrated in1011
Fig. 11. Since here the key point is to have ‘‘different non-1012
Identity operators’’, a possible option could be to assign only1013
a single type of non-Identity operator to each variable node1014
of the Tanner graph. If we only assign Pauli-X to the variable1015
node vt so that it does not anti-commute in any pair of1016
generators, then we will be unable to detect both Pauli-X1017
as well as Pauli-Y errors acting on vt . This would yield an1018
undesirable code, which has a minimum distance of one.1019
We may conclude that:1020
1) each column of a QLDPCmatrix must have at least two1021
different non-Identity Pauli operators, and1022
2) every pair of rows must an have even number of places1023
with different non-Identity Pauli operators.1024
Consequently, all CSS as well as non-CSS QLDPC con-1025
structions have a Tanner graph of girth-4. It is interesting to1026
observe here that these short cycles may be avoided in the1027
corresponding binary formalism. Let us consider the example1028









0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
)
. (36)1032
Since these binary18 generators only have a single overlap-1033
ping 1, the length 4 cycle no longer exits. However, let us1034
18This is just a random example to illustrate the concept of commutativity
and the resulting short cycles. The generators g0 and g1 of this example may
not constitute a good stabilizer code.
recall from Section IV-B that binary decoding ignores the 1035
correlation between the X and Z errors, which degrades the 1036
performance. Hence, a compromise must be struck between 1037
these two conflicting aspects. 1038
FIGURE 11. Tanner graph of a commuting pair of stabilizer generators,
where c0 and c1 are the check nodes for the generators g0 = XIYZ and
g1 = ZYXI, respectively. The edges connected to the variable nodes
v0 and v2 constitute a cycle of length 4.
The issue of short cycles is more pronounced in both the 1039
dual-containing QLDPC codes as well as in the EA CSS 1040
QLDPC codes having H ′x = H ′z. We may call them homo- 1041
geneous CSS codes, since identical PCMs are used for 1042
correcting bit-flips and phase-flips. Let the resultant 1043







Consequently, the ith and (i + m/2)th rows completely 1046
overlap, resulting in numerous cycles of length 4. Further- 1047
more, the dual-containing code construction also has the 1048
additional short cycles within the matrix H ′z, as discussed 1049
in Section III-A, which exist even in the binary formalism. 1050
Table 4 summarizes the presence of unavoidable short cycles 1051
in various code structures, while Fig. 12 captures the merits 1052
and demerits of GF(4) decoding as compared to its binary 1053
counterpart. 1054
TABLE 4. Unavoidable short cycles in various code structures
(3 = present, 7 = absent,3 = numerous cycles present).
Degeneracy is another unique aspect, which distinguishes 1055
a quantum code from a classical one. Let us recall from 1056
Section II that errors, which differ only by the stabilizer 1057
group, have the same impact on the transmitted codewords 1058
and can therefore be corrected by the same recovery oper- 1059
ation. This in turn improves the performance of quantum 1060
codes. Unfortunately, the iterative decoding invoked for 1061
QLDPC codes does not take into account this degeneracy. 1062
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FIGURE 12. Merits and demerits of GF(4) decoding as compared to binary
decoding.
More explicitly, rather than finding the most likely error, as in1063
Eq. (23), the decoding algorithm should find the most likely1064
error coset by summing the probabilities of all degenerate1065
errors [81], [82]. Furthermore, QLDPC codes are highly1066
degenerate as compared to the other families of quantum1067
codes. This is because the generators of a QLDPC code1068
are sparse in nature. Consequently, it has many low-weight1069
degenerate errors, which dominate the probability of the error1070
coset. It is therefore more likely that themost probable error P˜1071
of Eq. (23) may not coincide with the most probable error1072
coset for QLDPC codes. However, rather than exploiting the1073
benefits of high degeneracy associated with sparse codes, the1074
marginalized iterative decoding invoked for QLDPC codes is1075
impaired by degeneracy [81], [82]. This is because degenerate1076
errors of equal weight have the samemarginalized probability1077
distribution, which can be attributed to the symmetry of the1078
probability distribution of the channel depicted in Eq. (29).1079
Let us review the case study given in [81]. Consider a1080
2-qubit stabilizer code having the generators XX and ZZ.1081
Assume furthermore that IX is the channel error encoun-1082
tered during transmission over a depolarizing channel, whose1083
PDF is given in Eq. (29). The resultant syndrome is1084
S = (0 1) and the corresponding set of degenerate errors1085
is {XI, IX,YZ,ZY}. Consequently, the marginalized condi-1086








1− p, if aˆ = 0
p/3, if aˆ ∈ {1, ω, ω}, (38)1089
where t = {0, 1}. Hence, the marginalized probability is1090
identical for both the qubits. This symmetry forces the1091
decoder to detect the same error on both the qubits. However,1092
none of the associated errors, i.e. {XI, IX,YZ,ZY}, exhibit1093
this symmetry, hence leading to the ‘symmetric degeneracy1094
error’ concept of [81]. Moreover, since the channel profile of1095
Eq. (29) is biased towards the Identity operator, the probabil-1096
ity of ‘no-error’ dominates at low noise levels.1097
Poulin and Chung investigated various heuristic methods1098
in [81] to break the symmetry exhibited by the marginalized1099
probabilities of Eq. (38). Among the investigated methods,1100
‘‘random perturbation’’ provides the best performance.1101
It aims for breaking the degenerate symmetry by randomly1102
perturbing the channel PDF of Eq. (29) for the qubits involved1103
in the frustrated checks,19 thus putting an end to the decoding 1104
impasse. Random perturbation begins with the standard non- 1105
binary BP, which gives the estimated channel error ˜ˆP. If the 1106
syndrome computed for ˜ˆP is not the same as the observed 1107
channel syndrome S, the channel probabilities of all variable 1108
nodes vt connected to a randomly chosen frustrated check ci 1109
are perturbed (up to a normalization) as follows: 1110
Pch(Pˆt = 0) → Pch(Pˆt = 0), 1111
Pch(Pˆt = 1) → (1+ δ1)Pch(Pˆt = 1), 1112
Pch(Pˆt = ω) → (1+ δω)Pch(Pˆt = ω), 1113
Pch(Pˆt = ω) → (1+ δω)Pch(Pˆt = ω), (39) 1114
where δ1, δω and δω are random variables in the range [0, δ]. 1115
Non-binary BP is re-run with these modified channel prob- 1116
abilities for Tpert iterations and
˜ˆP is estimated again. If all 1117
the check nodes are satisfied now, the process terminates. 1118
Otherwise, the channel probabilities perturbed in Eq. (39) are 1119
restored and the process is repeated with another randomly 1120
chosen frustrated check. 1121
Another heuristic method of alleviating the symmetric 1122
degeneracy problem was conceived in [83], which exploits 1123
an enhanced feedback procedure. More specifically, 1124
Wang et al. [83] proposed an ‘‘enhanced feedback’’ strategy 1125
for perturbing the channel probabilities similar to the random 1126
perturbation, but this perturbation is based both on the sta- 1127
bilizer generators involved in the frustrated checks as well 1128
as on the channel model. Similar to the random perturbation 1129
method, the enhanced feedback algorithm randomly selects a 1130
frustrated check ci. It also selects a variable node vt connected 1131
to ci. Let S˜i be the value of the ith check node for the estimated 1132
error ˜ˆP, while Si be the ith observed channel syndrome. The 1133
channel probability for vt is then perturbed as follows: 1134







p/2, if aˆ = 0 or Hˆit ,
(1− p)/2, otherwise. (40) 1136







(1− p)/2, if aˆ = 0 or Hˆit ,
p/2, otherwise.
(41) 1138
The perturbed values are fed to the standard non-binary 1139
BP decoder, which provides a new estimate of the channel 1140
error. The perturbation process is repeated, until all the checks 1141
are satisfied or the maximum number of feedbacks na is 1142
reached. Since these perturbations are more reliable than 1143
random perturbations, this method outperforms the random 1144
perturbation based heuristic method of [29]. 1145
V. MODIFIED NON-BINARY DECODING FOR 1146
HOMOGENEOUS CSS-TYPE QLDPC CODES 1147
Let us recall from Section IV-C that homogeneous CSS-type 1148
QLDPC codes, which include both the dual-containing 1149
19Check nodes for which the computed syndrome does not match the
observed syndrome are known as frustrated checks [81].
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construction as well as the EA-QLDPC codes, have an exces-1150
sive number of short cycles. The ith and (i + m/2)th rows1151
of the associated PCM Hˆ are related by a multiple of ω,1152
i.e. we have Hˆi = ωHˆi+m/2, as seen in Eq. (37). For example,1153
consider the 7-qubit Steane code [32], which is derived from1154
the (7, 4) Hamming code. The PCM of a classical (7, 4)1155
Hamming code is given by:1156
H ′z =
1 0 0 1 0 1 10 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 1
. (42)1157
Consequently, according to Eq. (37), the corresponding PCM1158
of the 7-qubit Steane code is:1159
Hˆ =

ω 0 0 ω 0 ω ω
0 ω 0 ω ω 0 ω
0 0 ω 0 ω ω ω
1 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 1
, (43)1160
whose Tanner graph is plotted in Fig. 13. As gleaned from1161
Fig. 13, cycles of length 4 exist between all the variable1162
nodes connected to the checks ci and ci+3. The dual-1163
containing nature of Steane code also results in some addi-1164
tional short cycles. However, here we focus our attention only1165
on the cycles resulting from the homogeneous CSS structure.1166
To alleviate the impact of these short cycles, we propose a1167
modified Tanner graph, which amalgamates the check nodes1168
ci and ci+m/2 into a supernode, thereby eliminating the cycles.1169
The resultant modified Tanner graph is given in Fig. 14.1170
Based on the modified Tanner graph of Fig. 14, the horizontal1171
messages exchanged between the supernodes (ci, ci+m/2) and1172
the variable nodes vt aim for satisfying both the checks ci1173
and ci+m/2 simultaneously. Therefore, we have to modify1174
Eq. (33) and (34) of the non-binary BP accordingly.1175
FIGURE 13. Tanner graph of the 7-qubit Steane code.
Since we have Hˆi = ωHˆi+m/2, Sˆi and Sˆi+m/2 are also1176
related similarly, i.e. we have Sˆi = ωSˆi+m/2. Based on this1177
relation, Table 5 enlists the possible values of Sˆi+m/2 for1178
all the possible values of Sˆi along with the corresponding1179
binary syndromes Si = Tr(Sˆi) and Si+m/2 = Tr(Sˆi+m/2).1180
As gleaned from Table 5, for each value of Si (or Si+m/2),1181
there are two possible values of Sˆi (or Sˆi+m/2). Recall from1182
Section IV-B that this is because Tr(0) = Tr(1) = 0, while1183
Tr(ω) = Tr(ω) = 1. On the other hand, for every pair of1184
(Si, Si+m/2), there is a unique value of Sˆi and Sˆi+m/2.1185
FIGURE 14. Modified Tanner graph of 7-qubit Steane code. Check
nodes ci and ci+m/2 are combined to form a supernode.
TABLE 5. List of all possible values of Sˆi and the corresponding values of
Sˆi+m/2 and the binary syndromes Si = Tr(Sˆi ) and Si+m/2 = Tr(Sˆi+m/2).
Consequently, for the supernode Ci = (ci, ci+m/2), the 1186
PDFs of Eq. (33) and (34) may be modified as follows: 1187
• If the observed channel syndromes are 1188





• If the observed channel syndromes obey 1191





• If the observed channel syndromes satisfy 1194





• If the observed channel syndromes are 1197





Here aˆs = (Hˆit × aˆ) for aˆ ∈ {0, 1, ω, ω}. 1200
Hence, Eq. (44) to (47) ensure that both the constituent 1201
check nodes ci and ci+m/2 of the supernode Ci are satisfied 1202
simultaneously. This is achieved without any additional com- 1203
plexity overhead. In fact, our proposed method requires less 1204
computations than the standard non-binary BP, because the 1205
number of check nodes is reduced to half. 1206
Let us consider the Steane code of Eq. (43) for 1207
explaining the decoding procedure. Assume that when the 1208
7-qubit codeword is transmitted over a quantum depolarizing 1209
channel having a depolarizing probability of p = 0.26, 1210
an X error is inflicted on the first qubit, i.e. 1211
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we have P = XIIIIII. Using Eq. (30), the observed syn-1212




ω 0 0 ω 0 ω ω
0 ω 0 ω ω 0 ω
0 0 ω 0 ω ω ω
1 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 0 1






























We first run the standard non-binary BP on the Tanner graph1216
of Fig. 13 for estimating the channel error. The non-binary1217
BP algorithm proceeds as follows:1218
• Initialization: The messages maˆvt→ci , which are sent1219
from the variable nodes vt ∈ {v0, v1, . . . , v6} to the1220
check nodes ci ∈ {c0, c1, . . . , c5} for aˆ ∈ {0, 1, ω, ω},1221
are initialized according to the channel depolarizing1222
probability of p = 0.26, i.e. we have:1223
maˆvt→ci =
{
0.74, if aˆ = 0
0.0867, if aˆ ∈ {1, ω, ω}. (49)1224
• Horizontal message exchange: The horizontal mes-1225
sagesmaˆci→vt equivalent to Eq. (26), which are sent from1226
the check nodes ci to the variable nodes vt , may be1227
computed using the FFT-based algorithm of [80]. The1228
algorithm is briefly outlined below:1229
Step 1 (PDF of mˇaˆsvt→ci ): Recall from Section IV-B that1230
we have:1231
aˆs = Hˆit × aˆ. (50)1232
Consequently, the PDF of mˇaˆsvt→ci can be obtained by per-1233
muting the corresponding PDF of1234
maˆvt→ci according to the value of Hˆit using Eq. (50). Let1235
us consider the PDF of the message maˆv0→c0 , which is1236







corresponding entry in Hˆ is Hˆ00 = ω. Hence, using1238
Eq. (50) and Table 2, we get aˆs = (0, ω, 1, ω) for1239
aˆ = (0, 1, ω, ω). This implies that the PDF of mˇaˆsv0→c01240







the Hˆ of Eq. (43), we may generalize the computation1242
of mˇaˆsvt→ci as follows:1243
PDF{mˇaˆsvt→ci} = (m0vt→ci ,mωvt→ci ,m1vt→ci ,mωvt→ci ),1244
(51)1245
if ci ∈ {c0, c1, c2}, while we have:1246
PDF{mˇaˆsvt→ci} = (m0vt→ci ,m1vt→ci ,mωvt→ci ,mωvt→ci ),1247
(52)1248
if ci ∈ {c3, c4, c5}. Furthermore, given the initial PDF 1249
of Eq. (49), Eq. (51) and Eq. (52) reduces to: 1250
mˇaˆsvt→ci =
{
0.74, if aˆs = 0
0.0867, if aˆs ∈ {1, ω, ω}, (53) 1251
for ci ∈ {c0, c1, . . . , c5}. 1252
Step 2 (FFT of the PDF of mˇaˆsvt→ci ): Recall 1253
from Section IV-B that the convolution operation 1254
required in Eq. (33) and Eq. (34) is equivalent 1255
to the multiplication of the corresponding PDFs in 1256
the frequency domain. The FFT of the PDF of 1257




1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1









where F denotes the FFT operation. Hence, the FFT of 1262








Step 3 (Convolution of PDFs): The convolution 1265
operations of Eq. (33) and Eq. (34), which are invoked 1266
for computing the horizontal messages related to the 1267









where F−1 denotes the Inverse FFT (IFFT) operation 1271
and vt ′ ∈ V (ci)\vt . Given the Hˆ of Eq. (43) and the FFT 1272










Then, the inverse FFT of Eq. (57) is computed by multi- 1275
plying it with the FFT matrix, which is the same as that 1276








1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
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Finally, the PDF of Eq. (58) is normalized to yield the1281










Step 4 (PDF of mˇaˆsci→vt ): The PDF of the messages1284
mˇaˆsci→vt may be computed using Eq. (33) or Eq. (34)1285
depending on the value of the syndrome observed,1286
which was computed in Eq. (48). Since the syndrome of1287
Eq. (48) is 1 for the first check node c0, we use Eq. (34)1288
for computing the PDF of the messages emerging from1289








Furthermore, the syndrome of Eq. (48) has a value of 01292
for all other check nodes. Therefore, we use Eq. (33) for1293








Step 5 (PDF of maˆci→vt ): For the sake of retrieving the1296
messages maˆci→vt from the PDF of mˇ
aˆs
ci→vt , the resultant1297
PDFs of Eq. (60) and Eq. (61) have to be permuted,1298
as we did in Step 1. More specifically, the permutation1299
operation, which is required for this step, is the reverse1300
of the permutation operation carried out in Step 1. Let us1301
consider the check nodes ci ∈ {c0, c1, c2}, for which the1302
non-zero values of Hˆit are always equal to ω (or equiva-1303
lently all the branches emerging from these check nodes1304
in the Tanner graph of Fig. 13 are labeled with the1305
Pauli-Z operator). Furthermore, recall from Step 1 that1306
aˆs = (0, ω, 1, ω) for aˆ = (0, 1, ω, ω), when Hˆit = ω.1307







ci→vt ), for ci ∈ {c0, c1, c2}.1309
For all other check nodes, the PDF ofmaˆci→vt is the same1310
as that of mˇaˆsci→vt , because we have Hˆit = 1. Therefore,1311
















TABLE 6. Marginal probability P(Pt = aˆ|S) after the first iteration, when
the standard non-binary BP decoding algorithm is invoked over the
Tanner graph of the 7-qubit Steane code for transmission through a
depolarizing channel having p = 0.26, which inflicts an X error on the
first qubit, i.e. we have P = XIIIIII.








for the remaining check nodes ci ∈ {c3, c4, c5}. 1318
• Vertical message exchange:We next compute the ver- 1319
tical messages maˆvt→ci using Eq. (27). For example, 1320
consider the message maˆv0→c0 , which is destined from 1321
the variable node v0 to the check node c0. Since the 1322
variable node v0 is only connected to c0 and c3 in the 1323
Tanner graph of Fig. 13, the message maˆv0→c0 may be 1324
computed as: 1325








• Element-wise marginal probability: The element- 1328
wise marginal probabilities of the error on the variable 1329
node vt , given the observed syndrome S, may be com- 1330
puted using Eq. (28). Let us consider again the variable 1331
node v0, which is connected to check nodes c0 and c3. 1332
Consequently, the resultant marginal distribution of the 1333
error Pt inflicted on the variable node vt may be com- 1334
puted as: 1335








The process is repeated for all the variable nodes and 1338
the resultant marginalized probabilities are tabulated in 1339
Table 6. 1340
• Hard decision& syndrome check: Finally, a hard deci- 1341
sion is made for the sake of finding the most likely error 1342
P˜t , which maximizes the marginal probability computed 1343
in the previous step. The resultant values of P˜t are listed 1344
in the last column of Table 6.More specifically, the prob- 1345
ability of ‘no-error’ dominates for all the variable nodes. 1346
The specific syndrome corresponding to the resultant 1347
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FIGURE 15. Evolution of the marginal probability for the first qubit of the 7-qubit Steane code for transmission through a depolarizing channel having
p = 0.26, which inflicts an X error on the first qubit, i.e. we have P = XIIIIII. Standard BP fails to converge, while our modified BP converges to the correct
solution in two iterations. (a) Standard non-binary BP. (b) Modified non-binary BP.
estimated error P˜t does not match the observed syn-1348
drome S of Eq. (48). Hence, the algorithm repeats itself1349
from the horizontal message exchange step onwards.1350
Fig. 15a plots the resultant marginal probability P(Pt = aˆ|S)1351
for the first qubit, as the iterations proceed. As seen from1352
Fig. 15a, the standard decoding algorithm fails to converge.1353
We next invoke our modified non-binary BP algorithm for1354
the sake of analyzing the impact of the proposed algorithm.1355
Recall from Fig. 14 that the check nodes ci and ci+3 are1356
amalgamated into a single supernode Ci. The correspond-1357
ing observed syndrome values of Eq. (48) are also amal-1358
gamated, which yields (S0, S3) = (1, 0), (S1, S4) = (0, 0)1359
and (S2, S5) = (0, 0). Consequently, the modified BP differs1360
from the standard non-binary BP in Step 4 of the ‘horizontal1361
message exchange’, since it takes into account the amalga-1362
mated supernodes, rather than the individual check nodes.1363
Using Eq. (44) to Eq. (47), Step 4 of the ‘horizontal message1364
exchange’ may be carried out as follows:1365
• Step 4 (PDF of mˇaˆsci→vt ): Since the syndrome observed1366
for the supernodeC0 is (S0, S3) = (1, 0), we use Eq. (46)1367
for computing the PDF of the messages emerging from1368











Furthermore, since the syndrome is (Si, Si+3) = (0, 0)1371
for all other supernodes, we use Eq. (44) for computing1372











for Ci ∈ {C1,C2}.1375
The rest of the decoding algorithm is the same as the standard 1376
non-binary BP, except that we only have three supernodes 1377
in the modified Tanner graph of Fig. 14 in contrast to 1378
the six check nodes of Fig. 13. The resultant marginalized 1379
probabilities are tabulated in Table 7, while Fig. 15b plots 1380
the marginal probability for the first qubit, as the iterations 1381
proceed. We may observe in Fig. 15b that our modified 1382
BP algorithm converges to the correct estimate in as few as 1383
two iterations. 1384
TABLE 7. Marginal probability P(Pt = aˆ|S) after the first iteration, when
the modified non-binary BP decoding algorithm is invoked over the
Tanner graph of the 7-qubit Steane code for transmission through a
depolarizing channel having p = 0.26, which inflicts an X error on the
first qubit, i.e. we have P = XIIIIII.
VI. REWEIGHTED BP FOR GRAPHS EXHIBITING CYCLES 1385
Belief propagation is capable of providing a reasonably good 1386
approximation to the optimization problem of Eq. (24), pro- 1387
vided that the underlying Tanner graph has a sufficiently 1388
high girth. However, it is not guaranteed to converge or 1389
may converge onto an incorrect solution in the presence 1390
of cycles [84], [85]. Furthermore, it may require a large 1391
number of iterations for achieving convergence, especially 1392
in the high noise regime, thereby imposing a higher com- 1393
plexity. These shortcomings of the classic BP algorithm 1394
are primarily due to the fact that the BP messages become 1395
dependent with time when short cycles exist in the Tanner 1396
graph. Alternatively, we may refer to the messages as being 1397
‘over-confident’ or ‘over-estimated’. To alleviate the impact 1398
of this over-confidence, Wainwright et al. [84] conceived 1399
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the Tree-Reweighted Belief Propagation (TRW-BP) method1400
for pair-wise interactions, which improves the convergence1401
of the classic BP by reweighting the edges of the underlying1402
graph with their Edge Appearance Probabilities (EAP).20 The1403
TRW-BP algorithmwas extended to higher-order interactions1404
in [23] and [24], whereby EAPs were replaced by the Factor1405
Appearance Probabilities (FAPs) of the nodes.21 Based on1406
this extended TRW-BP, Wymeersch et al. re-formulated the1407
vertical message exchange step of the classic BP (Eq. (27))1408
as [23], [24]:1409










where ρi is the FAP of the ith check node. Similarly, the com-1412
putation of the element-wise marginal probability (Eq. (28))1413
was modified as:1414






Both Eq. (69) and (70) reduces to the classic BP for ρi = 1 ∀i.1416
The TRW-BP technique requires the optimization of ρi1417
for all nodes. To reduce this optimzation task,1418
Wymeersch et al. [23], [24] also proposed the URW-BP,1419
which invokes a uniform FAP value for all the nodes, where1420
we have ρi = ρ ∀i. Various other variations of TRW-BP1421
have been investigated in [86]–[89] for classical binary1422
LDPC codes, which demonstrate that the TRW-BP effectively1423
improves the convergence of binary LDPC codes, when the1424
number of iterations is not too high. Inspired by these results,1425
in Section VII we also analyze the impact of URW-BP on1426
the non-binary decoding of quantum LDPC codes, which are1427
known to have unavoidable short cycles.1428
TABLE 8. System I - simulation parameters.
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS1429
A. MODIFIED NON-BINARY DECODING1430
For the sake of quantifying the attainable performance gain of1431
our modified non-binary BP of Section V, in this section we1432
compare its performance in conjunction with the decoding1433
algorithms of Section IV. Our first system of Table 8 relies1434
20EAP of an edge represents the probability of appearance of that edge in
a randomly chosen spanning tree.
21FAP denotes the appearance probability of a node in the collection of
trees [23], [24].
FIGURE 16. Achievable WER performance comparison of the modified BP
with the existing decoding schemes, using the simulation parameters of
Table 8.
on Mackay’s 1/2-rate [800, 400] bicycle code having a row 1435
weight of 30. The correspondingWER performance recorded 1436
for various channel depolarizing probabilities is plotted in 1437
Fig. 16, where we have considered the following decoders: 1438
1) Binary: the binary BP decoding algorithm of 1439
Section IV-A, 1440
2) Standard Non-Binary: the non-binary BP decoding 1441
algorithm of Section IV-B, 1442
3) Random Perturbation: the random perturbation tech- 1443
nique [81] of Section IV-C, 1444
4) Enhanced Feedback: the enhanced feedback 1445
method [83] of Section IV-C, 1446
5) Modified Non-Binary: our modified non-binary BP 1447
of Section V, 1448
6) Modified & Enhanced Feedback: our modified non- 1449
binary BP of SectionV amalgamatedwith the enhanced 1450
feedback method [83] of Section IV-C. 1451
For all the decoding schemes, we have used a maximum of 1452
Imax = 90 iterations. Furthermore, for both the ‘Random 1453
Perturbation’ as well as for the ‘Enhanced Feedback’, we set 1454
Tpert = 40, while the random perturbation strength was set to 1455
δ = 0.1 and the maximum number of feedbacks to na = 40 1456
for the ‘Enhanced Feedback’.22 These simulation parameters 1457
are tabulated in Table 8. Each decoding algorithm iterates 1458
until either a valid error is found or the maximum number 1459
of iterations is reached. Furthermore, the WER metric here 1460
counts both the detected as well as the undetected block 1461
errors. 1462
We may observe in Fig. 16 that the ‘Binary’ decoder 1463
exhibits the worse performance. Using the ‘Binary’ decoder, 1464
we achieve a WER of 10−4 at a channel depolarizing prob- 1465
ability of p = 0.0085, which increases to p = 0.01075 1466
with the ‘Standard Non-Binary’ decoder. This is equivalent 1467
to a ( (0.01075−0.0085)0.0085 × 100) = 26% depolarizing probability 1468
increase that the decoder can cope with. Furthermore, the 1469
‘Random Perturbation’, the ‘Enhanced Feedback’ and the 1470
22We have used the decoding parameters of [83].
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‘Modified Non-Binary’ decoders have a similar performance1471
at low noise levels, increasing the tolerable depolarizing1472
probability to p = 0.014 at a WER of 10−4, which corre-1473
sponds to a ( (0.014−0.01075)0.01075 × 100) = 30% increase of p at1474
WER = 10−4 with respect to the ‘Standard Non-Binary’1475
decoder. Furthermore, with the ‘Modified & Enhanced Feed-1476
back’ configuration, the tolerable depolarizing probability1477
increases to p = 0.017 at aWER of 10−4, which is equivalent1478
to about ( (0.017−0.014)0.014 ×100) = 21% increase with respect to1479
p = 0.014. Table 9 summarizes these results.1480
TABLE 9. Achievable depolarizing probability (p) at a WER of 10−4, based
on Fig. 16.
FIGURE 17. Comparison of the average number of decoding iterations
invoked by the modified BP and the existing decoding schemes using the
simulation parameters of Table 8.
The performance of our ‘Modified Non-Binary’ BP at a1481
WER of 10−4 is similar to that of the heuristic methods,1482
namely ‘Random Perturbation’ and ‘Enhanced Feedback’.1483
However, the ‘Modified Non-Binary’ technique imposes a1484
lower decoding complexity in terms of the average number1485
of decoding iterations, which is evidenced in Fig. 17. Con-1486
sequently, our ‘Modified Non-Binary’ BP converges faster1487
than the existing decoding schemes. In particular, in the high-1488
noise regime, our ‘Modified Non-Binary’ decoder outper-1489
forms both the ‘Random Perturbation’ and the ‘Enhanced1490
Feedback’ in terms of its WER performance recorded in1491
Fig. 16 as well as in terms of the average number of iterations1492
seen in Fig. 17. As compared to the ‘Standard Non-Binary’1493
decoder, the ‘Modified Non-Binary’ algorithm always yields1494
a lowerWER and invokes on average less decoding iterations.1495
We may observe furthermore in Fig. 17 that the amalga-1496
mated ‘Modified & Enhanced Feedback’ invokes less iter-1497
ations as compared to the ‘Enhanced Feedback’, while the1498
performance of the former is also superior in terms of the 1499
WER curve of Fig. 16. This is again due to the fact that the 1500
modified BP of Section V facilitates faster convergence as 1501
compared to the standard non-binary decoding. More specif- 1502
ically, in the region of interest, i.e. for p ≤ 0.017 correspond- 1503
ing to the desired WER of ≤ 10−4, the combination of the 1504
enhanced feedback method with our modified BP, namely 1505
‘Modified & Enhanced Feedback’, imposes almost the same 1506
complexity as that imposed by the ‘Modified Non-Binary’ 1507
BP, when used on its own. However, the former exhibits a 1508
much lower WER than the latter. We compare furthermore 1509
the performance of all the decoding schemes at a depolarizing 1510
probability of p = 0.016 in Table 10. 1511
TABLE 10. Performance comparison in terms of the achievable WER and
the average number of decoding iterations (Iavg) invoked at a
depolarizing probability of p = 0.016, based on Fig. 16 and Fig. 17.
TABLE 11. System II - Simulation parameters.
Let us now compare the performance of the different 1512
decoding schemes in the context of our second system of 1513
Table 11, relying on the homogeneous EA-QLDPC code 1514
of [83] having n = 816, k = 404 and e = 404, which 1515
is derived from the Mackay’s classical (816, 408) LDPC, 1516
having a row weight of 6 and a column weight of 3. For 1517
all the decoding schemes, we have used a maximum of 1518
Imax = 90 iterations. Furthermore, for both the the 1519
‘Random Perturbation’ as well as for the ‘Enhanced 1520
Feedback’ methods, we set Tpert = 40, while the random 1521
perturbation strength was set to δ = 0.1 and the max- 1522
imum number of feedbacks na = 81 was used for the 1523
‘Enhanced Feedback’ decoder. These simulation parameters 1524
are summarized in Table 11. The resultant WER performance 1525
curves are compared in Fig. 18, while the average number 1526
of decoding iterations invoked for varying channel depo- 1527
larizing probabilities are compared in Fig. 19. As observed 1528
from Fig. 18, the ‘Binary’ decoder achieves a WER of 10−4 1529
at p = 0.057, which increases to p = 0.069 when the 1530
‘Standard Non-Binary’ decoder is invoked. Consequently, the 1531
‘Standard Non-Binary’ increases the tolerable depolarizing 1532
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FIGURE 18. Achievable WER performance comparison of the modified BP
with the existing decoding schemes, using the simulation parameters of
Table 11.
FIGURE 19. Comparison of the average number of decoding iterations
invoked by the modified BP and the existing decoding schemes using the
simulation parameters of Table 11.
probability by ( (0.069−0.057)0.057 × 100) = 21% as compared to1533
the ‘binary’ decoder. This is further increased to p = 0.0761534
in conjunction with the ‘Random Perturbation’, which corre-1535
sponds to about ( (0.076−0.069)0.069 × 100) = 10% increase and to1536
p = 0.082 for the ‘Enhanced Feedback’, which represents1537
a ( (0.082−0.069)0.069 × 100) = 19% increase. By contrast, our1538
‘Modified Non-Binary’ BP exhibits a WER of 10−4 around1539
p = 0.085, which corresponds to a ( (0.085−0.069)0.069 ×1540
100) = 23% increase as compared to the ‘Standard1541
Non-Binary’ decoder. Using the heuristic enhanced feed-1542
back approach with our modified BP, namely ‘Modified1543
& Enhanced Feedback’ provides a further increase to1544
p = 0.0945, which represents a ( (0.0945−0.085)0.085 ×100) = 11%1545
increase. These results are tabulated in Table 12. In terms1546
of the average number of decoding iterations, our ‘Modified1547
Non-Binary’ BP always outperforms both the ‘Standard Non-1548
Binary’ decoder as well as the ‘Random perturbation’ and the1549
‘Enhanced Feedback’ solutions, as depicted in Fig. 19.1550
B. UNIFORMLY-REWEIGHTED BP1551
Since bicycle codes exhibit numerous short cycles, we use1552
our first system of Table 8 for the analysis of the URW-BP1553
TABLE 12. Achievable depolarizing probability (p) at a WER of 10−4,
based on Fig. 18.
of Section VI, which is combined with our modified non- 1554
binary decoder of Section V. More precisely, we amalgamate 1555
the horizontal exchange step of our modified non-binary BP 1556
with the vertical exchange step of the URW-BP. 1557
We commence by heuristically determining the optimum 1558
value ρ of the FAP, which varies with both the channel 1559
depolarizing probability as well as with the maximum num- 1560
ber of decoding iterations. Fig. 20 shows the impact of ρ 1561
on the WER performance at varying channel depolarizing 1562
probabilities p for Imax = 10, 20 and 90 iterations. We may 1563
observe in Fig. 20 that the WER varies with the value of ρ, 1564
attaining a minimum value at the optimum ρ. This optimum 1565
ρ is different for each p value, tending to move towards ρ = 1 1566
as the value of p increases or as the maximum affordable 1567
number of iterations increases. The resultant values of ρ opti- 1568
mized for different channel depolarizing probabilities p and 1569
for different maximum number of iterations are summarized 1570
in Table 13. 1571
TABLE 13. Optimized ρ for different values of p and maximum number of
iterations Imax for System I of Table 8, based on the performance curves
of Fig. 20.
To quantify the performance gain achieved with the aid 1572
of the URW-BP, we compare the performance of the opti- 1573
mized URW-BP to our modified non-binary BP in Fig. 21 1574
for Imax = 10, 20 and 90 iteration. Here the optimized 1575
URW-BP is based on the best values of ρ listed in Table 13. 1576
The performance curves of Fig. 21 reveal that the improve- 1577
ment in WER is lower for higher values of p as well as for 1578
larger values of the maximum number of affordable itera- 1579
tions. For example, when a maximum of Imax = 10 decod- 1580
ing iterations are invoked at a WER of 10−3, the URW-BP 1581
scheme increases p = 0.0125 to p = 0.0155, which is around 1582
a ( (0.0155−0.0125)0.0125 × 100) = 24% increase. By contrast, for 1583
a maximum of Imax = 20 iterations, URW-BP increases 1584
from p = 0.015 to p = 0.017 at a WER of 10−3. This is 1585
equivalent to an increase of ( (0.017−0.015)0.015 × 100) = 13%. 1586
Furthermore, at an even higher maximum number of itera- 1587
tions of Imax = 90, URW-BP achieves a WER of 10−3 at 1588
p = 0.0185, which is only a ( (0.0185−0.018)0.018 × 100) = 3% 1589
increase as compared to the modified non-binary algorithm. 1590
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FIGURE 20. URW-BP optimization: impact of varying FAP values on the
WER performance at various channel depolarizing probabilities p.
URW-BP is amalgamated with the modified non-binary decoder and the
performance is analyzed for the System I of Table 8.
(a) Imax = 10 iterations. (b) Imax = 20 iterations.
(c) Imax = 90 iterations.
These values are summarized in Table 14. Hence, the notion1591
of reweighting the message probabilities is more beneficial1592
at low depolarizing probabilities and for smaller values of the1593
FIGURE 21. Achievable WER performance of the URW-BP, having the best
values of ρ listed in Table 13, compared with the ‘Modified Non-Binary’,
when used on its own. Performance is evaluated for the System I of
Table 8 using Imax = 10, 20 and 90 iterations.
TABLE 14. Performance comparison of URW-BP with the modified BP for
System I of Table 8, based on Fig. 21.
maximum affordable number of iterations. This is because at 1594
higher depolarizing probabilities (and similarly larger values 1595
of the maximum number of iterations), the messages are 1596
highly correlated. 1597
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND DESIGN GUIDELINES 1598
QLDPC codes may be constructed from the classical binary 1599
as well as quaternary codes by imposing the stringent sym- 1600
plectic criterion on the resultant PCM, which ensures that the 1601
stabilizer generators commute with each other. The design 1602
guidelines of constructingQLDPC codesmay be summarized 1603
as follows: 1604
• An [n, k] QLDPC code, having a coding rate of 1605
RQ = k/n, may be c nstructed from a classical 1606
(2n, n + k) binary LDPC code, having a coding rate of 1607
Rc = (n + k)/2n, if the associated PCM H satisfies the 1608
stringent symplectic criterion. 1609
• Ideally, the rows of the PCM H should have at most 1610
a single overlapping value of 1 (or non-zero value in 1611
the GF(4) formalism)) for the sake of avoiding length-4 1612
cycles in the Tanner graph, which degrade the perfor- 1613
mance of the iterative decoding algorithm. Unfortu- 1614
nately, the symplectic criterion requires ‘even overlaps’ 1615
between the rows of H , thus resulting in unavoidable 1616
length-4 cycles. A major design challenge is therefore 1617
to construct good QLDPC codes in the wake of the 1618
unavoidable length-4 cycles. 1619
• We may exploit four main global structures of the 1620
PCM H for designing QLDPC codes, namely dual- 1621
containing CSS, non-dual-containing CSS, non-CSS 1622
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and the entanglement-assisted solutions of Fig. 4. The1623
design challenges associated with each of these1624
structures are summarized below:1625
◦ Dual-containing CSS (Section III-A): Mackay’s1626
bicycle codes are so far the best amongst the dual-1627
containing CSS codes, but their performance is still1628
not on par with the classical LDPC codes. This1629
is because this construction suffers the most from1630
having short cycles, which exist both in the binary1631
as well as in the GF(4) formalism.1632
◦ Non-dual-containing CSS codes (Section III-A):1633
It is difficult to find a pair of sparse binary PCMs1634
satisfying the symplectic criterion, which consti-1635
tute good QLDPC codes. At the time of writing,1636
only the SC QC-LDPC codes and the non-binary1637
QC-QLDPC codes are known to perform close to1638
the Hashing bound. But this comes either at the1639
cost of pre-shared noiseless ebits or at an increased1640
complexity.1641
◦ Non-CSS codes (Section III-B): Ideally, non-CSS1642
constructions are preferred over the CSS codes1643
because they exploit the redundant qubits more effi-1644
ciently. However, finding good non-CSS QLDPC1645
codes remains an open challenge at the time of1646
writing.1647
◦ EAcodes (Section III-C):Entanglement-assistance1648
may assist us in achieving a performance compara-1649
ble to that of the classical LDPC codes. However1650
again, this requires pre-shared ebits, which consti-1651
tute a valuable resource gleaned at the cost of a1652
transmission overhead. Therefore, efforts must be1653
made to minimize the number of required ebits.1654
• Additionally, it is desirable that the resultant QLDPC1655
code has the following attributes:1656
◦ A structured PCM, for example a cyclic or quasi-1657
cyclic structure, for facilitating its implementation;1658
and1659
◦ An unbounded minimum distance or at least a suf-1660
ficiently high minimum distance for long block1661
lengths.1662
QLDPC codes may be decoded using syndrome-based1663
BP either in the binary domain or in the non-binary domain.1664
Besides the obvious lower complexity of the binary decoding,1665
the twomain differences between these decoding regimes are:1666
• In contrast to the binary decoding, which assumes that1667
the bit-flips and phase-flips are independent, non-binary1668
decoding takes into account the correlation between1669
them, which improves their performance.1670
• The number of length-4 cycles is higher in the non-1671
binary formalism of the PCM as compared to the binary1672
one. This tends to degrade the performance of the non-1673
binary decoder.1674
Hence, we have a pair of conflicting attributes. However, the1675
non-binary BP outperformed the binary BP for both QLDPC1676
codes, which we investigated in this paper.1677
From the perspective of decoding, the challenges may be 1678
summarized as follows: 1679
• Degeneracy: Quantum codes are inherently degener- 1680
ate in nature. This may improve the associated decod- 1681
ing performance if the decoder takes this degeneracy 1682
into account. Unfortunately, the BP algorithm does not 1683
exploit this degeneracy. In fact, since BP is based on 1684
marginalized probabilities, the presence of degenerate 1685
errors impairs its performance. 1686
• Short cycles: Unavoidable length-4 cycles found in 1687
QLDPC codes degrade the performance of BP. This gets 1688
even worse for the homogeneous CSS codes, when they 1689
are decoded in the non-binary domain. 1690
Heuristic methods, namely random perturbation and 1691
enhanced feedback, are known to alleviate both these issues 1692
to some extent. However, this is achieved at the cost of an 1693
increased decoding complexity. Therefore, we conceive a 1694
modified non-binary decoding algorithm for homogeneous 1695
CSS-type QLDPC codes, which successfully alleviates the 1696
issue of unavoidable length-4 cycles. Our modified decoder 1697
exhibits a superior WER performance, despite its lower 1698
decoding complexity as compared to the state-of-the-art 1699
decoding techniques. It may also be amalgamated with 1700
heuristic methods for attaining additional performance gains. 1701
We also demonstrated that URW-BP can be exploited for 1702
counteracting the issues of short-cycles. 1703
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